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ABSTRACT 
Although scholars recognize many of Plato 's early dialogues as 
works of significant dramatic merit , few attempts have been made to 
either systematically analyze them for performance or to dramatize them 
in their entirety. A traditional Aristotelian analysis does not 
facilitate bringing the dialogues to fruition in theatrical performance 
because of their lack of physic al, external ac t ion. This stud y , 
recognizing the dramatic potential of Plato's Crito, undertakes an 
analysis of the dialogue for the purpose of performance . Two 
methodologies are applied: Speech Act and Struc t uralist Analyses . The 
s tudy culminates in a dramatic production of the Crito . 
According to speech act t heory, there is action ( a s eries of speech 
acts) inherent in all discours e or dialogue . In this ana l ysis , all 
illocutionary speech acts in t he CrHo are identified, classified , and 
labeled by thei r appropriate speech act ver bs. These findings are 
expl i cated in Chapter 3 . The s peech act methodology provides a device 
fo r identifying action i n the Crito, and illuminates character 
mot ivation, subt ext and objec tives , and the over·all dialogic action of 
the work . I t pe r mits the unique logic of the Crito--its action in the 
language of the deep s tructure rathe r than action in enactment on the 
surface-- to be explored. 
The St r ucturalist Met hodology , pr esent ed by Richard Hornby in his 
text Script into Performance : A Structurali8 t View of Pl ay Produc tion, 
examines the scrip t spec ifically for the pur pose of perfor mance . First , 
recurring literal and figura t i ve images and r he toric al devices are 
identifi ed and clus tered into five groups of signi ficant el ement s : t ime, 
life and dea th, authority, questioning, and Crito's r esponses to 
Socrates. Next, these significant elements are analyzed spatially. 
That is, distilled from the text and removed from thei r context , their 
hidden pat terns are identified in an attempt t o discover how they 
contribute to the dialogue as a whole . The Crito is then anal yzed 
temporally. Synt hesizing the findings of the spat i al analysi s, the 
temporal analysis examines the Crito as a space-time complex for 
production. The significant elements are examined using Eornby's five 
analytical terms : choice, sequence, progression, durat ion, and tempo. 
Final l y , a unifying principle f or production of the Cri to is provided. 
The final chapte r of the study discusses the production of Plato 's 
Crito, examining acting and characterization , the treatment of the text 
in perfor mance, technical aspect s of the production , and th e influenc e 
of the speech act and structuralist analyses upon the production of the 
Crito. 
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I NTRODUCT ION 
Back_&!'ound 
Schol ars of phi l osophy have sugges ted tha t Plato deserves 
recogni ti on as a dr ama t ist : 
Pla t o ... is a poet and a dramati s t . And t hi s does not mean 
besides being a philos opher •... Plato is a philosopher 
!J~~ause he i s a poet . True philoso phy is poetry-- poetic 
insi ght and vi s ion, t he i magina tive enh ancement of l i fe . At 
lea s t, we are so convinced whil e we are r eading Plato . 1 
We have r ecord of t hirty- six Platonic di alogues , i ncludi ng a handful of 
dubious and spurious works . It has been noted tha t i n many of his 
di alogues , es pe cially t he ear lier one s , Plato ski l lfully empl oys 
dramatic devi ces , inc l udi ng charact er , theme, dial ogue , set t ing , s t age 
descriptions, and s t a ce directions . Although s chol ars r ecognize Pl ato' s 
s kill a s a dr amati s t , f ew efforts have bee n made t o e xami ne t he 
di a l ogues a s dr amati c wor ks . A comprehens i ve compute r sear ch of 
Di sser t a tion Abstr a ct s Int er nat i onal f r om 1861 t o 1983 has reveal ed on l y 
five doctor a l di sserta ti ons whi ch have examined Platonic dialogues- - t he 
Lysi ~, the Theae t etus , the Republ ic , and t he Gor gias- - as works of 
dramatic merit . 2 None of these di s ser t ati ons investiga te or even 
s uggest the di alogues' po t e ntial a s pe r fo rmable or stageabl e pi e ces of 
dr ama . 3 
2 
There are, I suspect, two r easons why Pla to's di alogues have been 
neither systematically analyzed f or performance nor dramatized in their 
entirety. First, they have been labeled "dialogues," which im plies 
that they are not plays. It is i mportant to cons ider, however, t hat t he 
playwright of Plato 's day , wishing t o dramatize real situa tions and 
persons, had only two options-- he could write either t r agedy or comedy . 
Both genres restricted the playwright to definite external structures 
and metri cal schemes, and both were severel y l imited in s ubject matter. 
Finding nei t her medium s uitable for depic t ing Socrates, his beloved 
teacher, Plato did not conform to t hese conventions; t hi s resul t ed i n a 
l iterary f orm known a s the Socratic dialogue.
4 
Second, not resembl i ng 
traditional dr amatic works, the dial ogue s may not have bee n ana lyzed for 
performance because critics have lacked a felicitous methodology for 
doi ng s o. An Ari s tote lian critic , independently examining plot, 
character, and thought in a di alogue, would indeed di s cover dramatic 
el ements . However, t~e cri tic would be hard pr essed to ide nti f y a 
s equence of external event s or actions , a rudime ntary procedure in the 
traditional Aristoteli an ana lysis ; i n th e dial ogues t here a re no 
battles , no marriages, no f i ery ar gument s . Ari stotl e ' s me thodolo gy does 
not f acilitat e bri nging t he di alogue s to f r uition i n thea trical 
performance . Traditionalists may have t hus deemed Plato' s wor ks non-
performabl e , al beit dr amatic, literary texts . 
Thi s s tudy, r ecognizing the drama tic po t ential of Plato ' s Crito , 
undertakes an ana l ysi s of this early dialogue f or the purpose of 
pe r formance . The s t udy is conducted in three rhases and applies two 
methodologies . First , a speech act ana lysis , which identifies the 
action in the language of the dialogue, is conducted. The n , Richard 
Hornby 's methodology presented in Scri pt into Pe rformance: A 
Structuralist Vi ew of Play Production is applied to the dialogue. 5 
Final ly, the findings of the speech act and structuralist a naly ses a re 
applied in a dramatic realization of Plato's Cri t~. 
The Selection of t he "Crito" 
The Cri t o has bee n selected as the dialogue for this analysis for 
two reasons. First, unlike later dialogues, the ~rito is rich in 
dramatic el ements . Weingartner, in The Uni ty of the Pl a tonic Di al ogue , 
comments: 
They [the later di alogues] are much l ess dramatic in th a t 
Plato uses fewer and f ewer s tage directions , makes les s and 
less ef fort to characte r iz e the participant s i n a di al ogue 
and , above all, ado pts t he practice of writing a signifi cant 
6 
rol e for only a s ingle character . 
3 
Cooper, in her study of the presence and development of dr amatic 
el ement s in 36 Platonic works , concluded t hat 24 of t he dialogues 
(including the Cri t o) can be cons idered dr amatic i n na t ur e , whil e 12 are 
clearly non- dramatic . 7 Later works s uch as t he J-,aws and the ~ ubli c , 
in which dialogue has evolved i nto monologue, provid e l es s dr 2.matic 
inter est than do ear lier dial ogues i n whi ch Socrates s ubj ect s his 
i nt erlocu tm· s to hi s mer ciless dialec t ic . The ~e r:on d r ca~ on th e Cr i to 
has been s elec t ed is t hat , unlike works such as t he Me no and t he 
4 
Theaetetus, it is concerned with humani s ti c rath er t han tie taphysical 
i ssues , a key concern when selecting a work to dr amatize for 
contemporary audiences . Cooper explains : "As Plato' s interest in 
speculative and phil osophical quest i ons becomes greater , hi s i nt e res t in 
the dramatic seems t o decr ease . 11 8 
The Context of the "Cri t o" 
The Cri t o is the third di alogue of Plato' s first tetralogy, a 
series of fou r early di alogues ( the Eut hyphro, the }l..Q91.Qgy, t he Cri to, 
and the Phaed_2 ) which center around the trial, impri sonment, and death 
of Socrates . In the Euthyphro , set out si_de t he court of Athens, 
Socrates reveals that he wil l soon be prosecut ed f or religious heresy . 
Socr ates and Eu t hyphro di s cuss religious pi e ty and man' s duty t o God . 
I n th e Apol ogy , a compani on dialogue t o the ~rite , Socrates eJ. o~uently 
and systematically addresses his accusers, who have charged him wi th 
i mpie ty and corr uptinc the youth of Athens . Unmoved by Socrates' 
def ense, the j ury sentences hi m to dea th. The Crito i s se t in Socrates ' 
prison cell, at dawn, one month after the trial. Crito , Socr ates ' close 
fri end , assumes that Socr a tes wil l be executed in one day and has come 
to persuade him to escape while he has the opportunity . The Ph~j .9 , the 
fo ur t h dialogue , ca ptures Socra tes' final conversation in whi ch he 
discusses his i n, r.Ji nent death and the i mrnor tali ty of the soul. 9 
5 
Methodologies 
Soeech Act Methodology 
A speech act analysis is the first me thodology applied to the 
Crito. Speech act theory, a branch of philosophy of language found ed by 
John Austin, posits that when people speak, they are not only 
communicating content, but they are also doing things such as asking, 
, . d . . 10 commanaing, an convincing. That is, in every utterance, every 
sentence and phrase, a speaker pe rforms a speech act. Thus, according 
to this theory, there is action (a series of speech acts) inherent in 
all discour se or dialogue. As applied in this s tudy, t he speech act 
analysis identifies the speech act performed in every utterance in the 
Crito. 
For several reasons, the spee ch act methodology is particularly 
appropriate for this study . Fi rst, it provides a device for identifying 
action in the Crito, a work elusive to Aristotelian analysis be cause of 
its lack of physical, external action. 11 Second, this close, detailed 
analysis illuminates character motivation, subtext, and obj ectives, all 
of which are essential for an effective performance of t he work. 
Finally, viewing the individual s peech acts collectively, as an 
ensemble, pe rmits identification of pa tt erns in the overall di alogic 
acti on of the Crito. - - -
6 
Structuralist .Me thodo~ 
The primary methodology in this study is structurali sm outl ined by 
Richard Hornby in Script into Pe rformance : A Structuralist View of Play 
Production . In his Poe ti cs , Aristotle establishes s ix elements of 
tragedy , which have defined drama in west ern cu l t ure : plot, charact er , 
thought , diction, song , and spectacle .
12 
All are devices the dr amati s t 
uses to achi eve meaning; the firs t three apply to textual as pects of the 
drama, and the last three to pe rformance aspects . Hornby , unlike 
traditional Aristotelian critics, recogniz es the three performance 
el ements as essenti al to an understanding of a dramatic wor k : 11 By 
s tre s sing th e possibility of reading and also by pl aci ng ' spectacle' as 
the las t and least of hi s s i x el ements of t ragedy, Aristotle made 
possible the split between dramati c cri t icism and theatri cal pe rformance 
that s ti ll exi s ts today 11 • 13 A broad interpreta tion of Aristot le's 
nethod, Hornby ' s structurali sm systematically approaches the tex t and 
t he performance, hence giving significance to all six elements .
14 
For Horn by , st ruc turalism is more an attitude than a rigid 
doctrine : 
The Structuralist approach sees a work of ar t -- a play , a poem , 
a painting , a film- - as an interrel ated process r ather than a 
thing or collecti on of disconnected things .... 
Structurali sm fi nds the essence of a work in the relat ion 
between par ts rather tha n in th e par ts th emselves ; these 
re lations f orm patt erns or str uctures t ha t define hha t the 
work t ruly is . 15 
7 
Hornby ou t li nes his s tructurali s t approach as one that: 
1. Reveals something hidden . Rather than examining e l ements 
on the exterior of a work , the s tructuralist attempts to 
locate ' hidden' patterns or moti fs . 
2 . I s intrinsic. The critic ' s concern is restricted to the 
work itself and does not consider author, hi s tory, other 
analy s es and criticisms of the work . 
3. Incor porates complexity and ambiguity . The method does 
not at t empt t o s impl ify the meaning of a playscript as 
would a mor e traditional approach . 
4 . Suspends jud gment . 1ihe n analyz ing a wor k, the criti c 
assumes t here i s a reason for the presence of everything 
i n the text. 
5 . Is wholisti c. It mus t attempt to construct a vi sion of a 
literary work tha t informs of all its details .
16 
The following prc ~edure is followed i n this study ' s s tructur al is t 
analysis. First, recurring l iteral and figura ti ve ~mages ( particularly 
char acter r ef er ences to time, l ife and death , and author ity) and 
r hetorical devices are extracted fr om the t ext , and clustered into 
· ·r· t 1 t t ' f 17 s i gni ican e emen s or mo i s . These signi ficant element s a re then 
analyzed s patial ly . That is , distilled fr om the text and r emoved froo 
thei r context, their hidde n pa tterns ar e now identified. Si nce this 
spatial analysis of the Crit.-9- is st rictly intrinsic, no consideration is 
made of aut hor , biography, history, genre , or other &nalyses . Judgment 
is s uspended until the compl e tion of the next phase i n the a naly s is, 
8 
when the significant elements are examined t emporally . Syn t hes i zing the 
results of the spatial analysis, the temporal analysis examines the 
Crito for performance in space and time, using Hornby's five analy t ical 
terms : choice, sequence, duration , progression , and tempo . Finally , 
based on the spat ial and t emporal analyses, the unifying principle for 
production is formulated. Hornby defines t his principle as "a statement 
(possibly in t he f orm of a diagram , formula, or phrase) that enab l es a 
person to gr asp t he significance of a playscript as a whole ."
18 
Sat i sfying Hornby's final principle of st ructurali sm , the study presents 
a unifying principle, the wholistic, "vi sion of a l iter a ry work that 
informs of al l its de t ails . "19 
Organi zation 
Aft er the discussion of this study' s background, methodolog i es, and 
organization , the format of the thesis proc edes as f ollows. Chapt er 2, 
the bibliographical e~say and working methodology, provid es a discussion 
of how each key secondary s ource has contribut ed to t his study . Applied 
t o the t exts on speech act theory and structuralism, the working 
methodology defines key t e rms used in the two analyses , explains how the 
analyses are conducted, and supp l ies exampl es of how the two 
me thodologi es are appli ed. Chapter 3 , the speech act analysis , t r aces 
the Crito's dialogic ac tion. In addition to identi fying signif i cant 
f eatures i n the characte r s ' use of l anguage , this explication 
illuminat es the changing characte r motives throughout the dialogue . In 
Chapter 4, the s tructuralist analysis fo r pe rformance is presented. 
9 
First, the dialogue's significant elements are examined s patially. Then 
t hese motifs are analyzed temporally, for the Cri t o' s performance in 
space and time. Finally, the unifying principle for production is 
provided. Then, to explore the value and limita tions of applyi ng speech 
act and structuralis t methodologies to Pl a to's Crito , the dialogue is 
20 
performed. Chapt e r 5 concludes the stud y with a discussion of the 
entire pro ject. This is folloHed by a bibliography of s ources consulted 
in the study , and significant relat ed works. 
The thesis' t ext is s uppl emented by nine appendices. Appendices A 
and B correspond to Chapte r 3. Appendix A is a reproduction of the 
Tredennick translation of the Crit~, ac compan i ed by an identification of 
al l s peech acts in the di alogue; the correspond ing s peech ac t verbs are 
def i ned in Appendix B. Appendix C follows, cataloging i mages , 
c l us t er ing t hem , and ident i fy ing the significant element s they form . 
Appendix D presents s chematic di ag rams explaining sequence, progress ion , 
duration, and t empo i r. the Cri t o. Ap pend ix E contains the letters of 
permission from Penguin Press needed to r ep r od uce and perform t he text 
of the dial ogue. F, G, H, and I are appendices to the per formance of 
the Crito. Res pectivel y , t hey provi de a r eproduc t ion of the f l yer 
announcing t he product ion , a program , photogr aphs , and a videotape of 
the performance . 
NOTES 
1 John Herman Randall Jr., Plato: Dramatist of the Life of Reason 
(New York: Columbia UP, 1970) 3. 
10 
2 
A combination of the descriptors "Plato" and "drama" revealed the 
following dissertations: Anderson, Robert James. "The Dramatic Unity of 
Plato's 'Theaetetus.'" Diss. Yale University, 1976. Cooper, Colma 
Benedict. "Dramatic and Mimetic Elements in the Gorgias of Plato." 
Diss. Washington University, 1932 . Newhall, Barker. "The Dramatic and 
Mimetic Features of the 'Gorgias' of Plato." Diss. The Johns Hopkins 
University, 1891. Seech, Zachary Paul. "Plato's 'Lysis' as Drama and 
Philosophy. 11 Diss. University of California, San Diego, 1 979 . 
3 Scenes from Platonic dialogues have been dramatized and recorded 
on 16 millimeter educational films about the life of Socrates. The 
dramatizations, however, are supplements to these films, secondary to 
the films' biographical and documentary intent. None of the dialogues 
are dramatized in their entirety. The two films which come closest to 
dramatizing complete dialogues are The Death of Socrates and The 
Drinking Party, produced by BBC-TV and distributed by Time-Life Films, 
Inc. See the bibliography for citations of these films. 
4 A. E. Taylor, Socrates: The Man and His Thought (Garden City, New 
York: Do_ubleday, 1933) 32. According to Taylor, "Plato, to all 
appearance, was the inventor of the Socratic dialogue as a literary 
form" ( 32) . The Socratic dialogues of Xenophon and Aeschines were 
written after Plato's. 
11 
5 Richard Hornby, Scriot into Performance: A Structuralist View of 
Play Production (Austin: U of Texas P, 1977) . 
6 Rudolph H. Weingartner, The Unity of the Platonic Dialo6ue (New 
York: Merrill, 1973) 5. 
7 Colma B. Cooper, "Dramatic and Mimetic El ements in the Gorgias of 
Plato," Diss . Washin5 ton Univ. 1932. Specifically, Cooper examines 
dialo6ue, character, settin6 , and narrative in the dialogues. 
8 Cooper 16. 
9 Hugh Tredennicl{ 1 S transla tion of the Crito, published by Penguin 
Press, 1954, is used in this study's analysis and performance. The_ 
following translations were also examined: John Burnett (1924), Henry 
Cary (1878), F . J. Church (1880), Lane Cooper (1941), Benjamin Jowett 
(1892) , F. W. Stawell (1904), Hugh Tredennick (1954), A. D. Woozley 
(1979). (See the bibliography for full citations of these texts . ) Of 
the eight translations reviewed, Tredennicl{'s is the richest in literal 
and figurative images and the most contemporary in its syntax . 
Penguin Press, holder of the Tredennicl{ copyright, has granted 
permission to reproduce this translation of the Crito in Appendix A of 
this thesis and to stage the dialogue . See Appendix D for letters of 
approval from Penguin Press. 
10 J . L. Austin, How to Do Things With Words: The William James 
Lectures Delivered a t Harvard University , ed. J. O. Urmson (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard UP, 1962). Austin's text was the first published work in 
speech act theory, which has since been expanded and revised by several 
theorists including John Searle, Richard Ohmann, and Kier Elam . The 
12 
speech act analysis applied in this study is based on t he work of these 
theorists . Chapter 2, the bibliographical essay and working 
methodology, explai ns how the speech act analysis funct ions i n this 
s tudy. 
11 
A standard interpretation of Arist otle , echoed by Sam Smiley, is 
that "action" exists primarily on the surface of a play and is conveyed 
through plot: "In any given drama, the plot is the unique structure of 
its action . " Sam Smiley, Pl aywrighting : The Struc ture of Action 
( Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1971) 44. 
In this study, however, Francis Fer gus son' s broad er, more useful 
interpretation of Aristotl e 's conc ep t i s applied : 11 By ' action' he me ans, 
not physical activity, but a movement-of-spirit . " Fr ancis 
Fergusson, Ari stotl e ' s Poetics : Introduction ( New York : Eill and Wang , 
1 96 1 ) 4. 
12 
Smil ey 11 -1 2 • 
13 Ho rnby 73 • 
14 
In his review of Script into Perfornance , John Harrop comments, 
"Hornby follows such recent critics as John Styan , Th~El ements of 
Drama , Bernard Beckerman, The D_J_Tnamics of Drama , and Theodore Shank, The 
Art of Dram_atj.~JFJ;, in moving away from a textual c:ind s pecifically 
Aristoteli2n-based c r iticism and reaching fo r a me t hodology which views 
th e script , not as a lite rary art ifact, but as having meaning only i n 
its fully- realized theatrical form . " Compa r ing Iiornby's met hodolcgy t o 
t hose of Beckerman and Shank, Harrop calls i t '' a more di r ect ly 
applic ab l e r:ie t hod as a r esu l t cf its s tructural ist bas is. 11 John Ha r rop , 
rev. of Script into Performance: A Structuralist View of Play 
Production, by Richard Hornby, Quarterly Journal of Speech, Oct. 1979: 
339-40. 
13 
15 Hornby 10. 
16 Hornby 25-30. Although Hornby's structuralism shares principles 
with the methodologies of traditional linguistic and anthropological 
s tructuralists, he does not align himself with traditional 
s tructuralists such as Roman Jakobson, Claude Levi-Strauss, and Roland 
Barthes. About his structuralist approach, Hornby comments, "The 
principles are of course my own formulations for my own purposes, rather 
than an abstract description of the nature of Structuralism; many will 
disagree with my particular emphases" (25). 
Three texts which provide thorough discussions of traditional 
structuralism include Richard and Fernande DeGeorge's The Structuralists 
from Marx to Levi-Strauss (1972), Terrance Hawkes' Structuralism and 
Semiotics (1977), and Terry Eagleton's Literary Theory: An Introduction 
(1983), 
17 Adopting his terminology from the New Critics, Hornby defines 
"imagery" broadly: 11 • • • imagery arises wherever there is a description 
or a comparison of any kind, which makes its analysis possible even with 
expository prose" (132). 
18 Hornby 129. 
19 Hornby 37, 
20 A videotape of the 30 March 1986 performance of the Crito is 
available f r om the University of Northern Iowa Library. 
CHAPTER TWO 
BI BLI OGRAPHICAL ESSAY AND 
WORKING METHODOLOGY 
14 
This chapter provides an annotated bibliography of seminal works 
about Plato, speech act theory, and structuralism, including those which 
make ma jor contributions t o this study. The working methodology, 
included in the discussions of works on speech act theory and 
structurali sm , explains how the two analytical methods are applied. 
1 
Works about Plato 
Taylor, A. E. Plato: The Man and Hi s Wo rk. 4th ed . N.p.: 
Methuen, 1937. Taylor's text, a key work in modern Platonic 
scholarship, has been of enormous assistance , providing a valuable 
historical perspective on the ancient Greece of Socrates and Plato. 
Taylor presents a careful and thorough explication of each dialogue 
(tracing in detail Soc rates' conversations with his i nterlocutors), and 
provides the reader with much appreciated interpretations of obscure 
2 
passages . When necessary , Taylor addresses issues of controversy in 
Platonic sc holarship , particularly i s sues of his toric al accu r acy and 
Plato's intentions as an author. His attempts to resolve these 
cont roversies are consis t ent ly based on textual evid enc e ; seldom does he 
rely on secondary s ources or con jecture . 
1 5 
Cooper, Colma B. "Drama tic and Mimetic Elements in the Gorgi as of 
Plato." Diss . Washington U, 1932 . Cooper, in addition t o 
investigating the dramatic and mimetic elements of the Gorgias, 
exhaustively surveys setting and narrative in thirty-f~ve o ther Platonic 
dialogues . Her dis sertation , demonstrating the dramatic richnes s of 
earlier dialogues such as the Crito, has facilitat ed the selection of a 
dialogue for this s tudy . On the Crit-2._'._~ setting, for instance, she 
comments, "[the Crito portrays ] t he nature of the two men, Socrates as 
cheerfully and bravely f acing death on the morrow , Crito gentle, 
sympathetic, and eager to help his friend [ s ic] . 113 
4 
Works about Speech Act_Theory 
Aus tin, J. L . How t o Do Things with \fords : The Willi am James 
Lectu r es Delivered at Harvard Univers i ty in 1955 . Ed. J. 0. Urmson. 
Cambridge , MA : Harvard UP, 1962 . This collect ion of posthumously 
published l ec tures is the seminal work in speech act theory . Aus tin , 
s trongly influenced by Wittgenstein, here establ i shes his theory of 
1 . 1 t· 5 anguage as soc1a ac 10n . According to Austin 's theory, wh en peopl e 
communicat e they are not only conveying ccntent, but they a r e al s o doing 
s uch things as ask i ng , command ing , attempting to influence or convince 
their interlocutors. 6 I n this work, Austin def ines the three basic 
types of speech acts , each of which may be present i n a single 
utterance . These include (1) locutionary ac t s-- t he ~ost basic s peech 
act, performed by producing a stat emen t tha t conforms t o standard 
phonology , s yntax , and mor phology . A speaker' s in t entions have no 
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i mpact on the locutionary act . (2) illocutionary acts-- locut i onary ac t s 
that convey a speaker's intention ( such as asking , warning, 
complimenting). (3) perlocutionary acts--illocutionary acts t ha t have 
successfully affected the feelings or behavior of the listener; this i s 
sometimes known as the perlocutionary effect.7 Thus, according to 
Austin, a critic identifies illocutionary and perlocutionary acts by 
discovering performative verbs s uch as to "ask," to "promise, " and to 
"reward," which are used in the speech act . 
In 47e of the Crito is one of many speech acts in the dialogue: 
Socrates : Well, is life worth living with a body which is 
worn out and ruined in health? 
Crito : Certai nly not . (47e, 4-6) 
I n t his excerpt, Socrates performs a s peech act which is locutionary ( he 
makes an utterance that conforms to the standard rul es of language); 
il locutionary ( he conveys the intention of asking a question of Crito); 
perlocutionary (Crito understands and answers Socra tes' question i n the 
affi r mative) . Not all acts, of course , ar e perlocut i onary. If 
Socrates ' question had baffl ed Crito, Socra tes wou l d have performed only 
locutionary and illocutionary acts. 
Austin's methodo logy for ana lyzing s peec h ac ts limi ts t he li t erary 
critic in two ways. Firs t, although he dis cusses defective speech acts 
( acts that are not c0n1pl eted successfully), he pr esents no crit eria f or 
i dentifyi ng t hem. Second, hi s method fo r identi fying s peech acts 
(locating perfo r mative ver bs) do es not account fo r th e f act t hat many 
s peech acts occur i ndependent of pe rformat i ve ve r bs . That is , i n the 
i7 
utterance, "I promise to repay you," the speaker need not use the 
performative verb "to promise" in order to commit an il locutionary 
speech act . For instance, the utterance, "I will repay you," al t hough 
l acking the verb "to promi se" is also an i llocutionary act. John Searle 
has at tempted t o correct these two limitations . 
Searle, John R. "A Taxonomy of Illocutionary Acts . " Language, 
Mind, and Knowledge. Ed . Keith Gunderson. 7 vols. Minneapolis: U of 
Minnesota P, 1975. 7: 344- 69 . To repl ace Austin's inadequate method of 
ident ifying illocutions ( s earching for pe r for~ative verbs), Searle 
proposes a useful taxonomy f or i dentifying five cl asses or types of 
illocutionary acts : 
1. Represent atives: statements in whi ch t he speaker commits 
himself to the truth of a proposition . Re present a tive speech act verbs 
include "affirms , " "conclud es , " and " avows." For i ns tance , at 47d , 1-6, 
Socrates asks Crito if he dis agrees with the pr oposi tion that one should 
respect and obey authorities ; Crito's response i s an affirmation: "No, I 
think i t is true , Soc r at es" (47d, 7) . Representatives are the mos t 
frequent illocution i n the ~ri t o . 
2. Directives: illocutions tha t att empt to get the l i stener to do 
something . Included are commands , requests , pl eadings , prayers, 
entreati es , invitati ons , and questions; f or example , Cri t o's entreaty , 
"I agree with what you s ay, Socrat es ; but I wis h you uould cons i der what 
we ought to do" ( 48d, 10-11). 
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3 . Commissives: utt e r ances that commit t he speaker to a future 
act . These include promises, vows, pl edges , and commitments. For 
instance, at 49a , 1-4 , Socrates instructs Cr ito: 11 ••• t r y to answer my 
questions to the best of your judgment . " Crito's r esponse is a 
commissive illocution, a commitment : "Well, I will try" ( 49 a, 5 ). 
4 . Expressives : acts that communicate some aspect of the s peaker' s 
psyc hologic al s tate . They include thanking, wishing , congratulating , 
apologizing , condoning , and welcoming . Crito, fo r example, commits an 
expressive illocution, that is , a wish : "I onl y wish I were no t s o 
sleepless and depress ed mysel f" ( 43 b, 3- 4). 
5. Dec l aratives : acts which, i f performed succ essfully , bring 
about a c hange in the cours e of events i n the drama . Included are 
appointing, marrying , firing , and resigning. There are no dec l arative 
i llocutions in the Crito . -- -
Searle , John R. Speech Acts : An Ess ay in The Philosophy of 
Language. Camb ridge : UP, 1969. It is the hypothesis of this essay, the 
second majo r work pub lished in speech ac t theory , t hat "speaking a 
language is engaging i n a highly complex rul e- govern ed form of 
behavior. 11 8 Addressing a s hortcoming of Austin's method, Searle 
presents a system for determining if a speec h ac t is defective . Ile 
pr esents three condit ions ( f elicity conditions) that mus t be s atisfi ed 
in a non- defective speech act: 9 
1. Pr eparatory conditions : the speaker must be authorized t o 
pe r fcrr1 the ac t. That is , Socrat es mus t be an authority when gran t ir.g 
Crito advice. He must have evid ence for t he s tat ements he makes; 
furthermore, he must be i gnorant of the answer when asking a question. 
2. Sincerity conditions : the speaker must s incerely want the 
requested information and be appreciative of it . 
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3 . Essential conditions: the speaker is making a soc ial commitment 
to the listener; thus , the act must indeed be what it appears to be. 
Elam points out"· . . much of drama is structured precisely on the 
abuse of these conditions, and thus on the production of speech ac ts 
known to be defective to the audience but acc ept ed as ' happy' by the 
dr amatic interlocutor. 111 0 In the Crito , Socrates fr equent l y abuses the 
felic ity conditi ons for speech acts: f or many of th e ques t ions he poses 
t o Crito, he clearly possesses the answers ( vio l ating the pr eparatory 
condi tion); often, when Crito replies , Socrates responds fli ppantly 
(violating the s incerity condition). 
Ohmann, Richard. "Speech, Action and Styl e . " Li t e r ar y Style: A 
Symposium. Ed. and trans. Seymour Chatman . London: Oxford UP , 1971 . 
241-59 . Ohmann presents a brief exerpt from Beckett's novel Watt , 
analyzes the passage f r om a varie ty of standard approaches , and pos its 
the vi ew t ha t although all of these methods ar e val id , Austin ' s "speech-
as- action" theory of speech ac ts can be used n:os t s ucc essfully i n an 
analysis of the passage. 11 
Of the three t ypes of speech acts , s ays Ohmann , j l loc utionary ac t s 
12 
are the most elus ive and offe r the richest expressive possibilities . 
To demons trate this, he examines the illocut ionary acts i n Watt , 
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applying Austin's felicit y criteria (rules fo r non-defective acts) and 
determines that Beckett' s Watt is construct ed upon a series of 
infel icitous (defective) s peech acts. 
Ohmann hints at this method's particular appropriateness in an 
analysis of drama : "The point [the me thod' s success] is mos t obvious as 
it applies to dramatic works, which consist a lmost sol ely of alternat ing 
speech acts by the several characters , or in prose fiction that reli es 
mainly on dialogue. 1113 Ohmann poin ts out, 11 . s tyles of 
i llocutionary action help to determine the mos t fundamental literary 
14 
types." Farce , for example , employs "a repet i tive or mechanical 
seri es of speech ac ts," and tragedies a re ric h in variety of 
i llocutionary acts .
15 
Ohmann , Ric hard. "Literature as Act." Approaches t o Poetics . Ed. 
Seymour Chatman . New York : Columbia UP , 1973, 81 -107. Ohmann's 
"Liter ature as Act" i :.., an insightful and useful essay f or the dramatic 
critic, who , Chmann argues , should vi ew plays cripts as dynamic works, 
not as "structures, objects , and artifac ts . " Applying Austin ' s theory 
of speech ac ts (identifying illocutions and examining t hem for 
f elicity) , Ohmann extens ivel y studies ~~jor E~Tbara and exerpts from Th 
Importance of Being Earnest , King Lear, The Cr cible, and Endgame. 
El am , Kei r. The Semiotics of ':'Lea tre ,rnd Dr8.ma . London : Me thuen, 
1980. Elam's work has prov en to be tr;:is :.,tudy's most informative and 
useful source on speech act theory . It clear ly expl ains th e evolution 
21 
of the theory and outlines the ways it can be used in dramatic 
. t . . 16 cri icism. Elam discusses Austin's three types of speech acts, 
Searle's five classes of illocutions and his three conditions for a non-
defective speech act. A 295-item bibliography on the semiotics of 
theatre and drama is provided. 
Work ing Soeech Act Methodology 
The speech act analysis is presented in two parts, the first in 
Appendix A and the second in Chapter 3. Part One, an identification of 
all illocutionary speech acts in the Crito, is conducted in three steps: 
Step One: One speech act is separated from another within one 
character's speech by a slash. 
Step Two: Each speech act is classified as a representative (R), 
expressive (E), declarative (D), or commissive (C). 
Step Three: Each illocutionary act is labeled with its appropriate 
speech act verb. 
The following exerpt from the dialogue illustrates Part One of the 






E SOCRATES: Here already, Crito? Surely it is still 
early? 
R CRITO: Indeed it is. 
D SOCRATES: About what time? 
R CRITO: Just before dawn. 
D SOCRATES: I wonder that the warder paid any 
attention to you? 
explains 
explains 
R CRITO: He is used to me now, Socrates, because I 
come here so often;/ besides, he is under 
some small obligation to me. (43a, 1-7) 
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Part One's findings are presented discursively in Part Two of the speech 
act analysis, Chapter 3 of the thesis. 
Works about Structurali sm 
Hawkes , Terence . Structuralism and Semiotics . Berkeley : U of 
California P, 1977. Hawkes ' thorough and readable text has contributed 
to this study 's perspective on the origin and evolution of structural ism 
as an analytical method . Structuralism was c ent r al to the s tudy of 
linguistics and anthropology l ong before Hornby appli ed it to t he 
analysis of drama . Hawkes makes it clear that although s tructurali s m 
has been applied to various disci plines, all s tructuralists ( including 
Hornby) have been guid ed by the principle that "reality inheres not i n 
things themselves , bu l in the relationships we discern between things; 
not in items, but in structures . "
17 
Smithson, Isaiah . "Structurali sm as a Method of Li t er ary 
Criticism." Col l ege Engli s h 37 (1 975): 145- 59, I t is Smithson's t hesis 
that "although 'structuralism' i s gen er ally t aken to ref er t o a single 
methodology, the diversity of approaches actually includ ed under this 
term i s i mraense . 11 18 In this essay, Smithson attempt s t o define the 
assumptions that underly all s tructuralis t app r oaches and illustra t e the 
~et hod ' s re l evanc e t o li t er a r y crit ici sm . 
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Smithson identifies three principles of structuralism, all 
principles of the Hornby method. The first i s emphasis on r elations ; as 
Smithson explains, "as a structure is a system, particular r elations are 
1 0 
going to exist among its elements . "., This is Hornby's justification 
for analyzing a playscript spatially (identifying the significant 
el ement s, or motifs, that make up t he work) and temporally (synthesizing 
those el ements to r each a better understanding of the work f or 
performance). Smithson cl ai ms that this proc ess of analyzing and 
synthesizing " [forces] information to emer ge t ha t i s different from that 
which would result from a conc entration on the elements themselves 
fl The second principl e of st ructural i sm is emphasis on the 
synchronic ( relations ac ross a moment in tirr.e) rather than the 
diachronic ( relations through t i me) i n the analysis of a liter a ry 
20 
work . In a s tructural i st analysis , the critic must "disregard the 
order of pr ec edence among the el ements," paying no regard to c ause and 
effect relationships that exist in a work . The final tenet of 
s tructuralism i s that it seeks to identify structures that exist below 
the surface . Smithson continues, "the st ructure of the work will be 
something ot her than that which is immed i ately evident on the 
21 
s urface . 11 
Ci ting structuralis t critic Roland Barthes, Smi thson explains that 
the work is firs t s ubmitt ed to "disection wher eby the fragments" are 
reveal ed ; then , applying the principles simil ar to those employed in 
Hornby' s temporal approach, he continues, "through a process of 
articulation, the rules of association of the elements are 
established . 1122 
24 
Hornby, Richard. Script into Performance: A Structuralis t Vi ew of 
Pl ay Production. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1977. A computer 
search of all texts catalogued with the United States Library of 
Congress indicated that Hornby's Script into Performanc e is the only 
published book devoted to playscript analysis for performance .
23 
Although several books add ress either textual criticis m or play 
production, Hornby' s is the only work which i nvestigates the 
relationship between sc ri pt and performance, providing the critic and 
director with a practical me thodology . He considers i t a "third 
alternative" t o the current bifrucati on bet ween textual criticism and 
performance theory, ab out which Oliver comments : 
. he does most vehemently recommend a thorough analys i s of 
the text pr ior to writing a critique or directing the play. 
He expl ains how t o go about s uch an analysis and then he has 
the courage to demonstrate his recommendations wi th three good 
examples of his own work--the finest being his interpret ation 
of Pinter ' s The Homecoming. Few t heorists are this brave ; 
even fewer are this able.
24 
Working Structuralist MethodolQ&Y 
This study' s Structuralist analysis of the Cr itQ is presented i n 
four par ts . 
25 
Part One : Recur r ing images and rhetorical devic es are i dentif i ed 
and catal ogued into five c l usters of moti f s, or signi f icant el ements : 
time, life and dea t h , aut hority, questioning , and Crito ' s r es ponses t o 
Socrates . In Appendix C, the location of each i mage is noted by its 
. 25 Stephanus number and l etter and l i ne number ( s) . The fol l owi ng i s an 
example of the cluster of l ife and deat h r eferenc es extracted from th e 
Crito : - - -
Life and Death Refer enc es 
43 b , 10 45d , 12 52 c , 9 
43 c , 2 46e , 5 53 c , 7 
43c , 4 48a , 14 53e , 2 
43c, 5 48b, 7 53e, 6 
43d , 2 118b ' 9 54a , 2 
43d, 9 48d, 5 54a , 7 
43d , 11 50d , 3 54b , 6 
44b, 3 51 a , 5 54b , 13 
44b , 9 51 b, 10 5llc, 8 
45 c , 7 52 c , 8 
Such a s t a t is tical exerc ise , accor di ng t o Hornby , f orc es the crit ic to 
"look a t the sc rip t i n solid , f act ual , terms .. "26 
Part Two: The frit o i s analy zed spa t i ally . As Hornby points out , 
"a simpl e l i s t or cat alogue is of no us e at all unti l one consi der s the 
. 27 s ignific anc e of the se t s of images . " Thus , i n the spati al anal ys is , 
each signifi can t el ement i s ind i vidual l y e~:amined in an at t empt to 
discover how it f unctions and contribut es t o the dial ogue as a uhole . 
This analysis is not concerned with ~here the images occur in the 
dialogue; instead, the emphasis is on how they contribute to the 
a tmosphere or environment of the Crito . In support of spatial 
criticism, G. Wilson Knight comments , "One must be prepared to see the 
26 
whole play in space as well as i n time . . . there a re throughout the 
play a set of correspondences which relate to each other independently 
of the time-sequence which is the story.n28 
Part Three: The Crito is analyzed temporally . Synthesizing the 
findings of the spatial analysis, the t emporal analysis examines the 
Crito as a space-time complex for production. The signific ant el ements 
are exzmined using Hornby's fiv e analytical t er ~s : choic e , sequence, 
progres s ion, duration, and tempo. 
Choice: The pl aywright , according to Hornby, mus t make several 
choic es when authoring a drama. "The most obvious case is when the 
playscript is based on an existing my th .. Examined are Plato's 
fundamental choices and th eir i mplicati ons for performance of the Crito . 
These i nclude Plato's s ource for the dialogue , his manne r of depicting 
Socrates, and his choic e of the dialogue genre. 
Sequenc e : Generally defined , sequence is"· .. t he or der in whic h 
incidents are shown . "30 I n this study , sequenc e is first examined as it 
exis ts in the overall s tructure of the dia logue . The number and order 
of the _<;;r ito ' s incidents--the Hintroductory Conver s ation, 11 "Cri t o's 
Exhorta ti on to Escape," '' Socrates' Reply t o Cri to ," "the Two Premises ," 
and the "Speech of the Laws of J1. thens"-- a r e inves tigat ed to de t ermine 
how they contribute to the shape and meaning of the di alogue . Then, th e 
images, references, and identified rhetorical devices, which comprise 
the significant elements, are investigated in order to discover the 
sequences they form in the text of the dialogue . 
Progression : A consequence of the recurring significant elements, 
27 
progression is the action that drives a drama tic text and performance 
onward . The essence of a performance's movement in time, the action or 
progression is what makes a performance dynamic . About this, Francis 
Fergusson, in a contemporary elaboration on Aristotle's theory of 
action, writes, "action does not mean deeds, events , or physical 
activity: it means rather, the motivation from which deeds spring . . 
Action is the whole working out of a motive to its end in success or 
failure." 31 That is, the act i on of an entire play, driven by the 
progression of its significant elements, is r:ioving toward some 
b . t . 32 o Jec ive . This analysis of progression builds upon the study of 
sequence, examining how the Crito's incidents and significant elements 
interact to form the action that drives the work in performance. 
Duration: The sequence and progression analyses identify the 
presence, order, and interaction of the incidents in the dialogue. It 
is also necessary, when examining the Crito as a work to be performed in 
space and time before an audience, to consider each incident's length 
and importance . This is the concern of duration. According to Hornby, 
this is done by examini ng "the length of an incident i n the sense of 
both real chronological time (the clock time that passes i n performance) 
and psychological weightin~'' (the projected impact on the audience). 33 
This study of duration examines the five i ncidents i n the Crito, 
determining the correspondence between chronological time and 
psychological weighting within each of the incidents. 
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Tempo: Tempo is "a function of the number of incidents occurring 
per unit of time." "It should not be confused in performance," Hornby 
. 34 
s tresses, "with mere speed of playing time." This study of tempo 
addresses each division of the f r ito, examining the relationship between 
the chronological length of the division and t he amount of activity that 
occurs within it. From this functional rela t ionship , the appropr iat e 
tempo of the Cri to in performanc e is determined. 
Other Works Consul ted 
Taylor, A. E. Socrates : The t'1 an and His Thought . Garden Ci ty , NY: 
Doubl eday , 1953 . Most biogr aphers present Socrates as a historical 
character from Periclean Gr eece, far r emoved from the contempor ary 
read er. Un like other biographies, Taylor ' s work brings the personality 
of Socrates to life, i llumina ting his rationali ty , playful humor, 
political and ethic al motives , and acute s elf-awareness. Taylor's 
i ns ights into charac ter h2ve contributed the understanding of 
per sonali t y needed as a basis for a dramatic portrayal of Socrates . 
Allen, R. E. ~ocrates and Legal Obligation . ilinneapolis : U of 
Minn esota P, 1980 . In his s tudy of the Crito' s legal implications , 
Allen identifies and l abeb t he divis i ons of the dialogue . These 
divisions-- t he "Int roductory Conver sation ," "Crito's Exhortation t o 
Escape," "Soc r at es ' Repl y t o Crito, " the "Two Premises," and the "Speech 
29 





By design , f ew s econdary s our c es about Pl ato have been consult ed , 
since t he f ound a t i on of s tructural i sm is i nt rinsic anal ys i s of a text . 
Hornby argues : 11 Criticism that will be of use t o the director , des i gner, 
or perf ormer mus t be i ntrinsic .. . for , whateve r value the r e may be in 
treating a playscript as a historical document or as an exampl e of a 
particul ar genre , movement , or 'trend , ' in perfor mance t he mos t use s uch 
information can be i s as a set of program not es . The c r iti c must 
ther efore ge t in the habit of always asking hims el f , ' Am I reall y and 
truly t a l ki ng about the pl aysc r i pt i t self, or about something else? 111 
(11 5) . At tempting t o avoi d bi as or distortion i n the i nt erpre t a t i on , 
s ou r c es about Pl ato were consul ted only for t he pur pos es of s el ec ting a 
dial ogue and pr oviding basic hi storical backg r ound . 
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In passage 44a- 44b Socrates tells Crito about a r ecent dream in 
whic h he was appr oac hed by a beaut iful woman i n whi t e rob es . This 
dr eam , Soc rat es aosur es Cr i to , i s a s i gn that the shi p which will end 
hi s r epri eve wi l l be lat e , t hus defe r ring his execut ion . Tayl or 
explains, 11 In his [Socrates '] i nte r pretation he ev i dent l y t akes the 
' f air and comely woman ' of 44a , 11 f or t he ' f e t c h ' of the approaching 
vessel, and her ' whi t e ga rments ' fo r its gay whi t e s ai l s " (Taylor 169) . 
3 Cooper 12 . 
4 
A speech ac t i s defined by Li t tl e j ohn as " the bas i c uni t of 
l anguage f or ex pr es s ing meani ng . I t i s an utt er ance tha t expr esses 
i ntention . Normal l y t he speech act is a sent enc <,-; , but it can be a word 
or phr as e , s o long as it fo l l ows the rul es nec essary t o accompl i s h the 
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in tention." He continues, "When one speaks, one performs an act. The 
act may involve stating, questioning , commanding, promising, or any of a 
number of other acts. Speech therefore is conceived of as a form of 
action or intentional behavior." Stephen W. Littlejohn, Theories of 
Human Communication (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1983) 104. 
5 Ludwig Wittgenstein, originator of ordinary language philosophy, 
argues that language, as used in ordinary life, constitutes a "language 
6ame ." In order to accomplish verbal acts, people follow rules. 
Examples of language uses that follow rules include giving and obeyin6 
orders, askin6 and answering questions, and describing events. 
(Littlejohn 104). 
6 Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: Methuen, 
1980) 157. 
7 According to Littlejohn, perlocutions are a relatively 
undeveloped subject i n speech act literature. Most speech act analyses 
of drama examine illocutionary acts. 
8 Searle 12. 
9 Austin labels successful and defective acts "happy" and "unhappyn 
respectively (136). He also calls defective acts infe licitous, to which 
Searle responds with his felicity conditions . 
10 Elam 163. 
11 Ohmann refe.rs to the standard analyses as "the discovery of 
lexical, syntactic, and semantic re6ularities; the weighing of their 
expressive import, and their mimetic character; and the analysis of 
rhetorical effect" (243). Ohmann ' s essay was published prior to 
Searle ' s taxononmy for illocutionary acts; thus , he uses Austin's 
approach rather than Searle's. 
12 Ohmann 246 . 
13 Ohfilann 248- 9 . 
14 
Ohmann 252 - 3 . 
32 
15 Ohmann points out that the first several pages of The Importance 
of Being Earnest is almost exclusively an exchange of questions and 
assertions, while Hamlet begins with a question, a refusal, two 
coIJIJJands, a loyalty oath, a question, a statement, a compliment, a 
s tatement, an order, thanks, and a compliment (253). 
16 Elam draws heavily from Searle and Ohmann, discussing Austin's 
theories as they have been interpreted by Ohmann. Stanley Fish, i n "How 
to do Things with Austin and Searle : Speech- Act Theory and Literary 
Criticism" (983-1025), chastizes Ohmann for his "misapplication" of 
Austin's theory of speech acts. Unlike Ohmann, Fish insists that speech 
act theory can be used successfully in the criticism of very few 
literary works . No doubt Fish would find Elam's interpretation of the 
theory objectionable. 
17 Terrance Hawkes , Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley : U of 
California P, 1977) jaclcet note . 
18 Smithson 145. 
19 Smithson 146. 
20 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SPEECH ACT ANALYSIS OF THE CRITO - --
Introduction 
Drama, writes Sam Smiley, is structured action. Reiterating a 
thesis of Aristotle's Poetics, that action is the soul of drama, he 
comments: "Whenever ... human activities are given unity i n drama, th e 
r esultant action assumes a structure. Thus, structure i n drama amounts 
t o the logical, or causal relationships of characters, circumstances, 
1 
and events." There are , he continues, no r ules f or s tructuring action, 
only princi pl es. The l ogic of an i ndividual pl ay, not presc r iptive 
rul es, dete rmines its structure. 
The critic's custo rnar·y approac h t o studying the struct ured ac tion 
of a play has been to examine the pl ayscript's s urface struc t ure , which , 
according to Hornby, is traditionally defin ed i n te r ms of r ising acti on , 
climax, beats, acts, ,. cenes, French scenes, reversal, recognit i on, and 
denoument. Thes e el ements of s urface s tructure , he ar gues, 11 ••• have 
never been much use to performers, and they do not particularly point 
out things that a r eader or audience member might otherwi s e have 
missed. 112 The critic who s tudies t he s urface s tructure of Haml et, fo r 
i nstance, mi ght identify and expl ain t he s i gnifi c ance of key events 
(actions) that compri s e the plot of the pl ay : Haml et' s encounter with 
his f ather' s ghos t, Hamlet' s kill i ng of Polonius , t he bur ial of Ophel ia , 
the battl e bet ween Haml et and Laer t es, and Haml e t ' s death . When 
examining dramas wi t h l it t le s ur f ace acti on , such as Plato' s yFito , 
Hornby argues, the critic should investigate the script's deep 
structure. For instance, about Pinter's The Homecoming, he comments, 
"On the surface there are very few events to cover the two hours or so 
of playing time .... Below the surface, in the deep structure, a 
great deal is going on. 113 
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Speech act theory applied to dramatic criticism provides a 
methodology for investigating a playscript's deep structure. While 
traditional critical approaches view action as nonverbal, external acts 
such as marriages, murders, and battles, speech act criticism views 
action as a general category that includes both verbal and nonverbal 
4 
acts. Based upon an identification of all speech acts in the Crito 
(see Appendix A), this chapter provides an explication of the dialogue's 
speech action. Examining the action in the deep structure of the 
Crito's five incidents, this speech act explication illuminates 
character motives and objectives, and the overall structure and logic of 
the dialogue. 
Divisions of the Dialogue 
Introductory Conversation (43a-44b) 
A study of the speech acts in the "Introductory Conversation" 
reveals that Socrates and Crito are dynamic and contrasting dramatic 
characters. Socrates, consistently in control of the conversation, is 
playful and relaxed. Crito is indefatigably anxious, eager, and 
impetuous. A scrutiny of the speech action also indicates that the 
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movement or progression of the "Introductory Conversation" is structured 
upon four turns in speech ac t ion.5 
Upon waking and noting Crito's presence, Socrates begins the 
dialogue: "Here al ready, Crito? Surely it is still early?" ( 43 a, 1). 
These initial questions allow Socrates to assume and neve r relinquish 
con t rol of the conversation, and, to i nitiate an inquiry-response 
pattern in the dialogue by asking Cri t o a seri es of simpl e ques tions and 
queries . While Socrates is relaxed and casual, Crito is apprehensive . 
Each of Cr ito' s responses i s ve r y brief, as if he is apprehensive , 
withholding what he ac tual ly des ires to express: "Indeed it is" 
(43a, 2 ). "Just before dawn" ( 43a , 4). "Fairly long" ( 43a , 9) . 
Cri to turns the direction of the established inquiry- respons e 
speech ac tion when he explains why he did not wak e Soc rates . Unable to 
wi t hhold his emotions any longer, he does not simpl y respond to 
Socrat es ' inqui ry but delivers an impe t uous, emotional outpouring : 
I wouldn't c r eam of such a thing, Socrates . I only wish I 
were not so sleepl ess and depressed myself . I have been 
wondering a t you, because I saw how comfortab l y you were 
s l eepi ng ; and I del i bera t ely didn't want to wake you because I 
wanted you t o go on being as comfortable as you could . I have 
often felt before in the cours e of my life how fortunate you 
are in you r disposition, but I feel it more than ever now in 
your present misfortune when I see how easily and pl acidly you 
put up with it . (43b , 3-43b , 11) 
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Rather than presenting a thoughtful and focused explanation, Crito 
delivers a scrambled confession. In this four-sentence speech, Cri t o , 
obviously disturbed by the immediacy of Socrates ' execution, perfor~s a 
variety of speech acts: he asserts, wishes , explains (twice), and 
d . t · 6 expresses a mira ion . 
Socrates calmly and playfully responds to Crito's outpouring: 
"Well, really, Crito, it would be hardly suitable for a man of my age to 
resent having to die" (43c, 1-2) . Crito raises the objection that 
others of Socrates' 2ge r esent dying . Socrates, retaining control of 
the conversation, acknowledges the truth of Cr ito's objection and tu r ns 
the speech action by quick l y changing the s ubj ect, redirecting Cri to' s 
attention : "Quite true . But tell me, why have you come so early?" 
(43c, 6). Although his att ention has been refocused, Crito i s still 
unable to deliver a succinct explanation for why he has come . Fi nally 
he t ells Socrat es t hat the boat from Delos will arrive on t his day, and 
thus, in one day, he ~hal l have to end his life . Even when confronted 
with the prospect of his own death, Socrates ret ains his casual Llanner: 
"Well , Crito , I hope that it may be for the best; if t he gods will it 
so, s o be it. All the s ame I don't t hink it will arrive to-day" 
( 44a, 2). 
Afte r Cr ito has ask ed Socrates f or an explanation, Socrates again 
chang es the direction of the s peech action . He perfo rrr.$ the fi r s t 
commi ss ive s peech act, an act which expres ses in t ention, i n the 
di alogue : "I will t r y to expl ain" ( 44 a, 2) . I t i s at this juncture that 
Socrates st r·ent U1E:ns his control of t he di s cussion , l eading Cri to to 
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believe that he is seriously committing himself to the issue of his 
impending death, a subject he has heretofore been treating lightly. 
Socrates explains that his hunch that the ship would not arrive on t his 
day is based on a dream. Socrates commits the speech act of describing, 
transmitting a mental image or impression. Moreover, Socrates does no t 
merely report what the woman prophet has revealed, but he assumes her 
character to deliver he r line: 
". . . Socrates, to the pleasant land of Phthia on the 
third day thou shalt come" ( 44 b, 2-3). 
Crito tells Socrates t hat his dream "makes no sense" ( 44b, 4) . 
Asserting his control of the conversation and continuing his 
manipulation of Crito, Socrates responds smugly: "To my mind, Crito, i t 
is perfectly clear" (44b, 5). He offers no further explanation . 
Crito's Exhortation to Escape (4 4b-46a) 
Throughout the "Introductory Conversation" Crito grows more 
assertive and engaged in the conversation, apparent l y frustrated by 
Socrates' unrel enting trifling. In this next division of the dialogue, 
his impatience cres cendos, culmina ting in his speech exhorting Socrates 
t o escape. Although now more assertive , Crito has not matured 
intellectually; his thinking is still muddl ed and his express ion is 
seldom concise. Socra tes, l ess prominent in this s ecticn of t he 
dialogue, continues teasing and baiting Cr ito, who is growing frustrat ed 
by his friend's apparen t l ack of sinc erity. Crito' s g rowing impati ence 
and aggression propels this incident . 
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Growing combative, Crito opens his firs t speech with sarcasm, 
commenting that Socrates' understanding of his own dream is "too clear , 
apparently" (44b, 6). He continues this speech, committing a variety of 
speech acts. He reminds Socrates that he can still escape; he expresses_ 
regre.t._ that he will be losing a fr iend; he forecasts that people will 
suspect him of letting Socrates down; he challenges Socrates to consider 
"what would be mo re contemptible than t o get a name for thinking more of 
ffioney than of your friends" ( 44c, 5-6); he conjectures that people will 
never believe that Socrates refused to leave prison. In response t o 
Crito's exuberant pleading , Socrates poses only a mild challenge 
statement: "But my dear Crito, why should we pay so much at t ention to 
what 'most people ' think?" (44c, 9-10). This avuncular app roach 
characterizes Socrates' attitude throughout this section of the 
dialogue . Never does he seriously challenge Crito intellectually. 
Demonstrating his commitment, Crito asseverates and avows in his 
response . He s naps: "You can see for yourself, Socrates, that one has 
to think of popul ar opinion as well" (44d, 1-2). He insists that 
ordinary people do indeed have gr eat potential for causing damage to 
one's reputation. In reaction to Crito's i nsistence, Socrates merely 
expresses a wish: "I only wis h that people had an unlimit ed capaci ty fo r 
doing harm "(44d, 6-7). He casually infers that, were this the 
case, they might have an unlimited power for doing good . 
Sens ing the futility of pursuing a tangenti al issue (the potent ial 
fo r ordinary people to cause harm), Crito acquiesces in despair: "Have 
i t that way if you like" ( 44e , 1). Appar ently frustrated by Socrates' 
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unwillingness to discuss tis escape, Crito r edirects Socrates' attention 
toward this serious i ssue via a directive speech act: "· .. but tell me 
this, Socrates" ( 44e , 1). In his final minor speech, Crito demonstrat es 
his strongest agg r ession thus far. He strongly admonishes and advi s es 
Socrates : "If any idea like that is troubling you, you can dismiss it 
altogether . Take my advice and be r easonable" (44e , 7-45a, 3). 
In r esponse to this freneti c plea, Soc r ates concedes casually: "All that 
you say is very much in my mind , Crito, and a great deal more besides 11 
( 45a , 4-5). 
Crito ' s growing assertiveness culminates in the fourth and final 
speech, hi s longest in the dialogue. Characteristically, Crito's final 
exhortation is a random, scattered plea . His reasons for Socrates to 
escape can be extracted from his speech. According to Cri to, by not 
escaping, Socrates will be (1) robbing Crito of a friend he could not 
possibly replace; (2) making certain that Crito will acquire a 
dishonorable reputation among those who f eel that he failed Socrates; 
(3) throwing away his life when he could be saved; (4) letting his s ons 
down when he has an obligation to mak e certain that their education is 
completed . Crito' s reasons for Socrates to escape are not presented in 
an organized scheme but are scatter ed throughout his monologue . 
The movement of Crito's final exhortation is structured upon the 
progression of his directive speech ac ts. As he g rows bolder and more 
engrossed in his plea, his treatment of Socrat es grows from mildly 
reproving to strongly _!:'~_b_yk ing . 7 In the f:i.rst of this se ries of 
directive speech acts, Cri to _r_ep!'oves Socrat es : "You ar e do i ng your best 
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t o t reat yourself in exactly the same way as your enemies would, or 
rather did, when they wanted t o ruin you" ( 45c, 8-10). A little later, 
Crito admonis hes Socrates for neglecting his sons ' education: "Either 
one ought not t o have children at all, or one ought to see their 
upb ringing and education through to the end" (45d, 7-9). In his nex t 
al l egat i on , Crito reprehends Socra tes: "It strikes me that you are 
taking the line of least resistance, whereas you ought t o make the 
choice of a good man and a brave one, considering t hat you profes s to 
have made goodness your obj ec t all th r ough life" ( 45e, 1-2). Growing 
more hostile, Crito next reproac hes Socrates: "Really, I am ashamed, 
both on your account and on ours your fr i ends ... " (45e , 1-2), 
Concluding his exhortation, Crito commands and rebukes his fri end : 
"Come , make up your mind . Really it's too l ate for that now ; you ought 
t o have made it up already" (46a, 3- 4). Crito, more emot ionally 
distraught than anywhere else in the dial ogue, compl et es his plea by 
beseeching with anxiety: "I appeal to you, Socrates , on every ground; 
take my advic e and pl ease don't be unreasonable !" ( 46a , 7- 8) 
Socrates' Re ply t o Cr ito (46b- 49a ) 
"Socrates ' Reply to Cr ito" exhib i ts many significant changes in t he 
two characters. Crito' s role is much less prominent; he speaks only 
upon direction from Socrates. Socrates finally put s aside his t easing 
and apparent l ack of s inc erity i n a 42-line monologue , fo llowed by a 
l engthy di alogue between himself and Cr i t o. 
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Apparently moved (but not likely persuaded ) by the fervor of 
Cri t o' s plea, Socrates begins his speech with sinc er ity and seriousnes s. 
He thanks, stipula tes , warns, and charges with a task : 
My dear Crito, I appreciate your warm feelings very much-- t hat 
is, assuming that they have some justification; i f not, the 
stronger they are, the harder they wil l be to deal with . Very 
well, then; we must consider whether we ought to follow your 
advice or not. ( 46b, 1- 5 ) 
Socrates' alac rity r evealed in these speec h acts contrasts markedly wi th 
the flipp ancy evident in his earlier speech action . Socrates char ges 
himself with a task , thus committing he and Cri t o to exploring t he i s sue 
of his esc ape , for the first time in the dial ogue . 
By way of his opening monologue, Socrates establi s hes a foundati on 
for t he dial ectical exchange which will follow. Firs t, he cautions 
Cri t o that he will explore this issue prudently , t hat onl y r eason must 
determine which acti on is right . Then, in careful, direct prose, 
Socrates demonstrates his earnestn ess ; he avows : 11 I cannot abandon the 
principl es which I used to hold i n the pas t s i mply bec ause this accident 
has happened t o me" ( 46c, 1-3); he _a_s§_E:lss es : "they seem t o me to be cmch 
as they were11 ( !16c, 3) ; he avows : 11 and I r espect and r ega rd the s ame 
pr i ncipl es now as before" ( 46c, 3- 4); he vows : "So unl es s we can find 
bett er pr incipl es on thi s occ asion , you c an be quite su r·e t hat I will 
not agree with you" ( 46c, 5-6). Next , Socrat es explains tha t he wou ld 
lik e to expl ore t hi s i ssue by examining Cri to' s vi ew abou t t he 
s i gnificance of peopl es' opinions . Moral authority , Socrat es ho pes t o 
demonstra te, rests not with the "many" ( as Crito believes) but wi th 
Truth. Thus, the use of reason is the only s uitabl e approach fo r 
arriving at a decision. 
To conclude his monologue, Socrates cites authoriti es. 
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Establishing the first premise of his polemic, he says: "Serious 
think ers, I believe, have always held some such view as the one which I 
mentioned just now: t hat some of the opinions which people entertain 
s hould be respected, and others should not" (46d, 11-46e, 3) . Crito 
affi rms that this is a f ai r stat ement. Socrates controls the ensuing 
dialogue, an ext r emely careful and exhaustive exploration of the value 
of popular opinion. Throughout this port i on of the dial ogue, Socrates 
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poses 19 i nquiries (14 questions and five queries). Having established 
t he premise that some opinions should be respected and others should 
not, Soc rates and Cr i t o deduce that one should r egard the good opinions 
and not the bad . l>!oreover, they agr ee t hat th e opinions of the wi se are 
good and those of th6 foolish bad. The athl ete, for example, should 
trust onl y the opinion of his trainer, t he expert. So too, one should 
trust only the opinion of the ex pert, not the general public, when 
making deci sions about what i s just and unjust, honorable and 
dishonorable. They form three addi t ional deductions: first , tha t l ife 
will not be worth living i f we spoil a part of the body by taking the 
non- expert' s adv i ce; second, t ha t the non- physical part of us , "in which 
right and wrong operate 1 " c an al s o be harmed by ,, rong actions and 
benefi tted by r ight ones ; third, that this non- physic al s ide ( the soul) 
is much "more pr ecious" than the physical side . 2ocrat es thus concludes 
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that Crito's proposition that popul ar opinion mus t be considered i n 
matters of good and bad, right and wrong , is incorrect, and, for the 
s econd time i n the dialogue , he charges himsel f with a t ask : "In that 
case , my dear fellow, what we ought to consider is no t s o muc h what 
people in general will say about us but how we stand with the exper t in 
right and wrong , the one authority, who r·epr esen ts the actual truth" 
(48a, 6-9). 
The dialogue continues , Socrates maintai ning control . They agree 
that " the r eally important thing is not t o live, but to live well" 
(48a, 7-8), and that "to live well i s to live honorably or rightly" 
(4 8b, 10-11). Based upon this agr eement, Socrates charges himsel f ~ith 
a t ask , for the third time in the dialogue : "Then i n l ight of t his 
ag reement we mus t consider whether or not it is right fo r me to try to 
ge t away without an official discharge" Ut8b , 13-48c, 2 ) . 
Concluding this portion of the dialogue, Socrat es j udges irrelevant 
Crito' s earlier argumE: nts about damag i ng his reputation and neglecting 
the upbringing of his c hildren; these arguments "r·epresent the 
reflections of the ordinary public 
again c har ges himself with a task : 
11 ( 48c , 6- 7) . Next , Soc r at es 
Our r ea l duty ... since the ar gument l eads that way , i s to 
consider one question only ... : Shal l we be ac ting rightly 
i n paying money and showing gr atitud e to t hese people who are 
going t o rescue me, and in escaping or arranging the escape 
ourselves , or s hall we be acting wrongly in doing all this? 
( 48c, 9- 48d, 4 ) 
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Socrates' argument is clearly becoming less focu s ed. On four 
occasions he has charged himself with a task . The first, to consider 
whether or not he should follow Crito's advice (44b, 4-5) , is discussed, 
but closure is not reached. The s econd, to consider how they s tand wit h 
the expert who represents truth (48a, 6-9), is not addressed. The 
third, t o consid er whe t her or not it is right to get away without an 
official discharge (47b, 13-48c,2), is not addressed. The fourth , to 
consider i f they would be right i n paying money t o the r escuers or in 
managing the escape themselves ( 48c, 9-48d, 1), i s not addressed. Tired 
of Socrates conti nua l ly postponing the tasks he charges himsel f with, 
Crito requests pr actical , tangible r esults: 11 1 ag r ee with what you say, 
Socrates ; but I wish you would consider what we ought to do " 
(48d, 10-11) . As at the end of the last section, Crito's r equest 
propels Socrates into the next section of the dia logue . 
The Two Premises (4 8d-SOa) 
Socrates i mmedi a tely responds t o Crito 's plea t hat he ccnsid er what 
they "ought to do ." Assuming a more pedantic role, Socrates opens this 
section of the dialogue by ~~recting, inviting , and instructing : "Let us 
look at it together, ny dear fel l ow; and if you c an challenge any of my 
ar guments, do s o and I wil l listen to you; but if you can't , be a good 
fell ow and stop tell ing rae over and over again t hat I ought to l eave 
this place without official permi ssion" ( 118d, 12-4 8e , 3 ) . Although 
Soc rat es is now seri ously chall enging Crito i ~tellectually , he makes it 
clear that his wish i 3 not to misl ead or deceive Crito . He de f ers t o 
Crito : "I don ' t want to ac t against your convic t ions" (48e, 5). He 
cautions: "Now be careful, Crito ... " (49d, 1- 3). He requests : 111 
want even you to consider very carefully whe ther you share my view and 
agree with me ... " ( 49d, 8-14 ) . 
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Answering several questions posed by Socrates, Crito agrees to two 
premises : first , that despite the opinion of the "many" it is always 
wrong to return injury for injury or injustice for injustice; and 
second , that one must fulfill all one's agreements, assuming that they 
are just . Socrates then applies these two premis es in a questi on to 
Crito : 
Socrates : If we leave this place without first persuading the 
Stat e to let us go, are we or are we not doing an 
inju ry, and doing it in a quarte r where it is least 
j ustifi able? Are we or a re we not abi ding by just 
agreements? 
Crito : I caL't answer your question, Socrates; I am not clear 
i n my mind. (49e, 8-50 a , 6) 
Crito is un able to answer Socrates' two questions and incapabl e of 
unders tanding Socrates' opinion of what they "ought t o do , " which he 
earlier requested that his t eacher explain . Again, Crito ' s confusion 
prec ipitates the nex t section of the dialogue . 
The Speech of the Laws of Athens (50a-54d) 
At the conclusion of "Two Premises," Socrates proclaims that by 
escaping he would be violating just agreements and doing an injury 11here 
it is leas t justifiable. To illustrate , he per sonifies the Laws of 
Athens in this, the most dynamic section of the dialogue. The "Speech 
of the Laws," according to Taylor, "does not carry the argument further, 
but brings it home powerful ly to the i magination. 119 As the persona of 
the Laws , Socrates deliver s four speeches, addressing each of Crito's 
arguments for escape . 
In the Laws ' first speech ( t he s hortest of the Laws' speeches at 19 
lines) Socrates challenges Crito wi th a series of inquiries (four 
questions and two queries) . The speech is built solely upon directive 
s peech acts , which gradually build in intensity . The Laws wish to know 
what Soc r ates proposes to do by running away ; if he intends to destroy 
them end t he s tate by escaping ; if a city can exist when its legal 
judgments are nulli fi ed and destroyed. At the end of the speech, 
Socrates puts as ide his role as the Laws and asks : "Shall we say 'Y es, I 
do intend to destroy the laws, because t he state wronged me by passing a 
faulty judgement at my trial'? I s that to be our answer, or what?" 
( 50c, 1-4) . Eager t o please Socrates and the Laus, Cri to answers 
quj_ckly: "What you have just s aid, by all means, Socrates" ( 50c, 5) . 
Cri to is unaware that Socrates will s oon prove this s tatement 
fall acious . 
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The second speech, over twice the length of the first, is also 
built upon a series cf challenges. Throughout the speech, the Laws fire 
questions: 
Come now, what charge do you bring against us and the State, 
that you are trying to destroy us? Did we not give you life 
in the first place? was it not through us that your father 
married your mother and begot you? can you deny that 
you were our child and servant ... Do you not realize that 
you are even more bound to respect and placate the anger of 
your country than your father's anger? (50d, 1-51b, 6) 
In addition to challenging Crito through inquiries, the Laws also issue 
challenging statements. In his portrayal of the Laws, Socrates 
instructs and asserts: "Never mind our language, Socrates; but answer 
our questions; after all, you are accustomed to the method of question 
and answer" (50c, 10-50d, 1). The Laws also challenge by pointing out: 
"You did not have equality of rights with your father . to enable 
you to retaliate; you were not allowed to answer back when you were 
beaten .. " (50e, 8-51a, 3). The Laws conclude this speech with the 
forceful speech acts of enjoining and asseverating: "Both in war and in 
the law-courts and everywhere else you must do whatever your city and 
your country commands, or else persuade it in accordance with universal 
justice; but violence is a sin even against your parents, and it is a 
far greater sin against your country" (51b, 12-51c, 5). Socrates, 
ending this second speech, again steps out of his role as the Laws to 
question Crito: "What shall we say to this, Critc?--that what the Laws 
say is true, or not?" (51c, 5-6) Again, Cr ito readily embrac es the 
Laws' proposition, answering, "Yes, I think so" ( 51c, 7) . 
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The third s peech, t he Laws' longest thus far, is, like the two 
previous speeches, built upon a s eries of speech acts which challenge 
Crito. In this speech, all acts are representative ones; inquiries as 
challenges play almost no role . Asking fewer questions , t he Laws grow 
less conversational, more fo rmal, and more dogmatic. Socrates, as the 
Laws, begins the third speech with a mild challenge: "Consid er, then , 
Soc rat es ... whether it is al s o true f or us to say that what you are 
now trying to do to us is not r i ght" ( 51c, 8-51 d, 1) . Rapidly growing 
more authoritative, the Laws decl are an Athenian principle : " · .. any 
Athenian, on a ttaining to manhood and seeing for hi mself t he political 
organization of the State and us its Laws, i s per mitted , if he is not 
satisfi ed with us, to t ake his property and go away whe r ever he likesi: 
(51d , 6-1 0 ). Next, the Laws propound two additional points of Athenian 
citizenship : fir s t , i f a citizen i s not satisfi ed with the state, he has 
t he option of l eaving the s tate, and, second , by accepti ng the way the 
s tate administers laws , a cit izen commits himsel f to the l aws of that 
s tate. The Laws enurce r·a t e three s er,ar'1te count s on which Socrates is 
guilty : "first, because we [ the stat e ] 2.re hi s par ents, and s econdly 
because we are his guardians ; and thirdly because , afte r promising 
obedience, he is neither obeying us nor pe r suad i ng us to change ou r 
dec i s ion if we are at fault in any way" ( 51 e , 10- 52 a , 2 ) . 
Growing more accusatory , the Laws _substantiate fo r eight 
consecutive s peech acts , pr esenting evi dence tha t Socrat es has i nd eed 
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been satisfied wi t h the sta te. He has observed the duties of a c i ti zen; 
begotten chi ldren in the city; preferred death to banishment a t t he time 
of death; and has never l eft the city, except on a military ex ped i tion. 
Using the harshest language in the speech thus far, the Laws criticize 
Socrates: " . you are behaving l ike the lowest t ype of menial, t rying 
t o run away in spi te of the contracts and undertakings by which you 
agreed to live as a member of our State" ( 52d, 2- 5). Concludir-g t hei r 
t hird s peech , the Laws as k t heir f irs t question: "Ar e we or are we not 
s peaking t he t ruth when we say that you have undertaken , i n deed i f not 
i n word, t o live your life as a ci ti zen in obedi ence t o us?" (52d, 6- 8). 
Char ac teristical ly, Soc ra tes ends the speech by putting asid e his r ole 
and asking Cr i t o: "What are we to s ay to that , Crito? Ar e we not bound 
t o admit it?" ( 52d , 8- 10 ). Pr edictably, Cri t o af f irms Socrat es' 
questi on: "We cannot help i t , Socra t es" ( 52d, 10 ). 
The Laws ' f ourth and fina l speech is t heir l onges t at 102 lines. 
I t i s buil t upon a s &ri es of representative s peec h acts, pa r t i cularly 
f orecas ting , which i s cons istently used t o threa t en end f r ight en Cri to; 
ano t her tacti c the Laws oft en empl oy to al ar m Cri to i s t hr eat ening that 
Socrat es' f riends will be adver sel y aff ec ted by his esc ape. 
Recogni zing Cri t o' s fe ar of t he futu re , t he Laws begin t hei r f ir. al 
appeal, i nvi ting hi m t o cons i der the personal consequenc es we r e he t o be 
an acc essor y to Socrat es ' esc ape : "We i nv ite you t o cons i der what good 
you wil l do to yourself or your fr iends if you commit th i s br each of 
f ai t h and strai n your cons c i ence" ( 53 a , 9- 53b, 1 ) . They cont i nue , 
~ 1-_aj:.in_g Crito ' s f a t e : 11 I t is f airly cl',viour; t hat the ri!::k of being 
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banished and either losing their ci tizenship or having thei r property 
confiscated will ext end to your friends as well " (53b, 1- 4 ). Next , 
add ress ing Crito's plan that Socrates escape to a foreign land, they 
forecas t that Socrates will enter the foreign country as an enemy of its 
constitution, be eyed with s uspicion as a criminal, and confirm the 
jurors' opinion that their verdic t was correct . Ten lines later 
(53d, 3-6 ) the Laws actually i mplicate Crito, referring t o Thessaly , the 
land of his friends, as the "home of i ndiscipline and laxi ty . " The L&t-'S 
forecast that t he natives of Thessaly will be amused by the story of 
Socrates' esc ape and that once there he will hea r "a good many 
humiliating comments" ( 53e, 5-6). The Laws close thei r speec h by 
forecasti ng , asser ting , and forecasting again, issuing their ut ronges t 
plea in the dialogue: 
I t seems clear that if you do this thing [ escape], nei ther you 
nor any of your fri end s will be the bett er fo r it . As 
it is, you will leave thi s place, when you do, as t he victim 
of a wrong done not by us, the Laws, but by your f el lowmen. 
But if you leave in that dis honorabl e way . t hen you will 
have to f ace our anger i n your lifetime, and in tha t place 
beyond when the l aws of t he other world know that you have 
tried, s o far as you could, to destroy even us t heir brothers , 
they will not r ec eive you with a kind l y welcome . Do not take 
Cri to's advice, bu t fo llow ours . (54b , 10- 54d , 2 ) 
As in the past, Socrates ends this, his fi nal speech, by steppi ng 
out of his role . He r eports, attests, wa rns, and invites: "That, my 
dear friend Crito, I do assure you, is what I seem to hear them saying 
· . , . I warn you that, as my opinion stands at present, it will be 
useless to urge a different view . However , if you think t hat you will 
do any good by it, say what you like" (54d, 3-10). Overwhelmed, Crito 
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is forced to concede defeat, answer ing , "No, Socrates, I have nothing to 
say" (5 4d, 11). 
Conclusion - - - - ----
This chapter's explicati on of the S:: rito's speech action-- and the 
consequent revelation of the dialogue's deep structure-- reveals that the 
.frito is a dynamic work , r ich in action . Identifying the speech act 
verbs which name the illocutionary ac ts provides a us eful method for 
i lluminating character obj ectives and motivcs--what a character is 
10 attempting to accomplish in an utt erance . 
Socrates, for example, performs i llocutions i n which he avows , 
substantiates, and charges himself with a task . Each of these thr ee 
speech act verbs reveal specific objectiv es that he is att empting to 
accomplish at three precise moments in the conversation. Whil e a 
cursory r eading of the ''Introductory Conversation" would indica te that 
Socrates is calm, playful, and perhaps cipathetic, a s cru tiny of his 
s peech action reveals contra ry information othe rwi se unavailable. I n 
the "Introductory Conversation," for instance, he s eizes and maintains 
control of the dialogue by perfo rming predominantly directive speech 
acts-- cight auestions and que r i es . In addition , he commits sever al 
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r epresentative ac ts--commit t i ng himself t o the truth of a proposi t ion- -
as he casually , sometimes f li ppantly, opines in r es ponse t o a pl ead ing 
Cri to : "Well, r eally, Cr i t o, it would be har dly s uitabl e for a man of my 
age to resent having to di e" (43c , 1- 2) . "Wel l , Crito , I ho pe that i t 
may be fo r the bes t; if t he gods wi ll it , s o be it" ( 43d , 8- 9) . 
Socrates' complete avoidance of expressive acts-- those by which the 
speaker communicat es s ome aspect of his psyc hologic al state-- reveals his 
uncompromi s ing desire to avoid an emotional di s cussi on of hi s impend ing 
dea th . Thus, a thorough and meaningful a rticulat ion of Soc rat es ' 
characte r obj ectives bas ed on his s peech action in th e "Introductor y 
Conv ersati on" would r ead: "I want t o : bait and t ease C!'i t o , r emai n 
emot ional ly uninvolv ed , and control the conver sa t ion absol ut e l y , keep i ng 
i t s uperfic i al . " 
A f inal s i gnif icance of the s peec h act ana l ys i s is that it , unlike 
any other met hodology , s ucc essfully expl ains t he Cr ito ' s overall 
s tructure and logi c. This can be s een mo s t clearly when t he analysis i s 
considered i n t he con text of Smi l ey ' s premises abou t th e s t ructure of 
11 
dr ama . The ana l ysis reveal s that th e Cr i t o is t he r ecord of one 
continuous conv er sat ion in whi ch Soc r ates and Cr i to cont inually pe r·f orm 
i llocutionar y acts ; a s tudy of t hese i l l ocu t ions ind i cates t hat both 
characters c hange s i gni fi cant l y in t he course of the dialogue , Soc r a t es 
evolving f r om docil e t o agg r essive , and Cr ito c hangi ng f rom app r ehens ive 
t o s ubmi ss ive. I nd eed , the Crito is t he evolu t ion of a dynamic 
exc hane;e , whos e s tructu r ed ac t ion i s di cta t ed by the t wo ch ar ac t e r s ' 
:i llocutions , by thei r a t t empt i ng t o i nfluer,c(; u,c" ~,nother . The 
principle of the Crito's unique structure is explained by Ohmann's 
contention: "In a play the action rides on a train of illocutions • 
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. . . movement of characters and changes in their relations to one 
another within the social world of the play appear most clearly in t heir 





3 Hornby 187. 
4 
Joseph A. Porter, The Drama of Speech Acts (Berkeley: U of 
California P, 1979) 155. Porter posits, "Indeed one might st13gest a 
version of Aristotle's formula based on Austin: 'speech action is the 
soul of verbal drama'" (161). 
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Fergusson's broad interpretation of "action" permits the 
examination of the dramatic action in the dialogue's speech action, in 
the deep structure: "One must be clear, first of all, that "action" 
(praxis) does not mean deeds, events, or physical activity: it means, 
rather, the motivation from which deeds spring" (8). He continues, 
"When Aristotle says 'action' (praxis) in the Poe tics, he usually means 
the whole working out of a motive to its end in success or failure" (9). 
About Fergusson's application of his action concept in an analysis of 
Hamlet, Hornby commets: "In other words, Fer6usson is not just dealing 
with a few surface events in the text ... " (121). 
5 A turn in speech action, as defined and applied in this study, 
occurs when a speaker initiat es or i ntroduces a new pattern or direction 
in the dialogue. 
6 Following the standard procedure in speech act criticism, the 
speech act verbs, which identify speech acts , are underlined in the text 
of this analysis. Appendix B provides definitions of all speech act 
verbs used i n this study. 
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7 A directive speech act attempts to get the listener to take 
action. The following are definitions of the speech act verbs used by 
Crito in his plea: Reprove--to gently criticize for a fault or misdeed . 
Admonish--to reprove mildly or kindly, but seriously. Reprehend--to 
sharply disapprove of the attributes or actions of a person. Reproach--
to criticize sharply out of a sense of regret or disappointment. 
Command--to direct with authority. Rebuke--to criticize or reprove 
sharply. Beseech--to deliver an earnest OP urgent request. 
8 
As applied in this study, a question is an inquiry that seeks a 
"yes 11 or "no" response and implies continuous and careful asking during 
a given period. A query does not s eek a "yes" or "no" response, but 
seeks further explanation in order to resolve a doubt. 
9 Taylor 171. The artistic function of this speech , says Taylor, 
is "to evoke a mood of ideal feel i ng adequate to the elevation of the 
ethical demands of Socraticism on the conscience, to arouse 
unconditional 'reverence' for the dignity of the moral law as that which 
demands and justifies the philosophers' [Socrates'] martyrdom" (171-2). 
10 
"Character objectives" is used consistent with Stanislavski's 
definition of the term, as the specific desires or wishes that a 
character wants to accomplish in a play . According to the Stanislavs ki 
method, the actor must identify the specific objectives which motivate 
his character by formulating the statement "I want to ... ," followed 
by an active verb. The actor , writes Hornby, "programs his role as a 
series of these desires: 'I want to prove Claudius's guilt,' 'I want t o 
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stage a play,' 'I want to get revenge on Rosencrantz and Guild enstern, ' 
and s o on" (42-3). 
Fergusson, in fact, in his application of the t erm , defines 
"action" as a character' s objective or motive : "Oedipus's action i n most 
of the play is easy to define; hi s motive is a cl ear and rationa l 
purpose. This is the kind of action Aristotle usually has in mind i n 
di scussing traged y, and his word praxis connotes rational purpose . The 
common motive 'to find the slayer' accounts for the main movement of 
0Gdipus Rex ; and most drama, which must be i ns tantly intelligable to an 
audience , depends on such clearly defined motivation" (9) . According to 
Hornby, Fergusson's concept of "action" i s espec i ally valuable for an 
analysis for performance: "Fer gusson , for exampl e . . . comes to drama 
with the terminology of an actor-- Stanisl avski' s conc ept of t he 
'objective, ' which Fergusson r elates to Aristotle ' s concept of ' action'" 
( 20) . 
11 As stated ear ::.. ier , Smil ey pos i ts t hat drama is structured 
action; t l1at there are no rules for s t r ucturing ac t ion , only principles; 
that t he logic of an individual play , not pr·es cripti ve rul es, de termines 
its s tructure (43 ). 
12 Ohmann 81-107 . 
Time 
CHAPTER FOUR 
STRUCTURALIST ANALYSIS OF THE CRITO 
Spatial Analysis 
The Crito is set in the eleventh hour of Socrates' life . He is 70 
years old, and, convicted of corrupting the youth of Athens and 
worshiping false gods, he is scheduled t o be executed in two days . 
Sixty- five references to the passing of time, the t ime of day, th e past, 
the present, and the future are made in the conversati on . Time 
references permeate the dialogue , highlighting the contras ts between the 
personali ties of Socrates and Crito. 
At the beginning of the dialogue, Socrates is concerned primarily 
wi t h the time of day; Crito is most concerned about t he immediacy of 
Socrates ' execution. Socrate s expresses his concern with time in the 
first line of the dia]_::,gue : "Here already, Cri to? Surely it i s still 
early? " ( 43a , 1). Crito r esponds that it is indeed early, est abli s hing 
the setting of the dialogue as "just before dawn" (43a , 4). As the 
dialogue proceeds, Socr ates maintains his concern with time : "Have you 
jus t come, or have you been here for long?" (43a, 8 ) II why have 
you come so early?" (43a, 6). "Then I don't think i t [ t he boat] will 
arrive on this day that is just beginning , but on the day after" 
(44a , 6-7). Crito ' s primary concern is Socra t e s ' impending doom , and, 
thus , the need for a quick escape : "But l ook her e , Socrates , it i s s till 
not too l ate to escape" ( 44 b, 6-7). II . . the ~hole thing must be 
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carried through during this coming night . If we lose any time i t can't 
be done, it will be too late" ( 46a , 4-7). 
Another aspect of the time motif is the characters' preoccupation 
wi th the futur e, especially what the future will hold if Socrates does 
not escape. Crito frequently expresses this concern by attempting to 
threaten and frighten Socrates, f orecasting how di smal Socrates' future 
will be if he does not heed Crito ' s advice. In addition to guaranteeing 
that Crito will lose a fri end , Socrate s is ensuring that his sons will 
be treated like orphans. Furthe rmore, Crito warns Socrates , " it 
will look as though we had played something of like a coward's par t all 
through t hi s affair of yours" (45e, 2-3) . " besides the suffering 
there will be all this di sgrace for you and us to bear " ( 46a, 1-3) . 
Ironically, later in the dialogue, Socrates as the Laws uses t he s ame 
tactic to threaten and frighten Crito . 
In his r eply to Crito, Socrates introduces a new facet of the time 
motif: the importance of understanding the relationship between the pas t 
and the present . I n fact, Socrates' decision not to escape is based on 
the principle t hat one's current actions and bel i efs mus t be consistent 
with those of one's past . Unlike fickle, i mpressionable Crito, Socrates 
is not influenced by the danger of the s ituat ion he now faces : "I cannot 
abandon t he principl es which I used t o hol d in the past s i mply because 
this accid ent has happened to me; they seem to me to be much as they 
were, and I respect and regard them now as before" (46 c, 1-4 ) . 
Socrates, i n fact , makes 26 r eferenc e s to t he r elationship be twee n th e 
past and the pr esent. For example : 
I res pect and regard the same pr i nciples now as before 
(46c, 3- 4 ). . . what do you thi nk of the sor t of 
illustration I used to employ? ( 47c, 3-4) Is it true , a s we 
have often agreed bef ore ... ? ( 49a, 7-8) Or have we 
jettisoned all our f ormer convic t ions in the last few days ? 
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( 49a, 9-10) 
(49b, 4-5). 
Surely the truth is just what we have always sai d 
I have held it f or a long time and still hold it 
(49d, 15 ). 
Like Socrates' earlier speeches , much of the Laws' s peech is structured 
upo n illustr ating the relationship between the past and t he present. 
They use this st r ategy to provide concrete ex2mpl es fo r Crito , 
contrasting Socrates' behavior at his tri al with hi s curren t behavior. 
This demonstrates fc~ Crito that, by escapi ng , Socrates would be acting 
inconsistent l y with t he principles upon which he has lived his life. 
According to the Laws , Socr ates is trying to l eave the country against 
the Laws of the s t ate : when he could have left under the s tate's 
sanc tion. The Laws tell him , " · . a t the t ime of your trial you could 
have pro posed the penalty of bani s hment, i f you had chosen to do so 
... " (5 2c , 4-5). However, t hey say , " . you made a nobl e show of 
i ndiff erence if you had to di e , and in fact pr ef erred death, a s you 
said , to bani s hment " (52c, 8-1 0 ). So , th e Laws point ou t , 
Socra tes is showing no r es pe c t for his e arl ier profes~ions and no regard 
f or th e Laws , whom he i s t r yi ng to de stroy . Again, the Lnws tell 
Socrates: "You did not choo se S~arta or Cre te--your favori t e models of 
good government-- or any ot her Greek or fo r ei gn sta te . . .. I t i s qui t e 
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obvious that you stand by yourself above all other Athenians in your 
affection for this city and for us its Laws . . . " (52e , 7-53a, 3). 
"And now , " the Laws ask Socrates, "after all this, are you not going t o 
stand by your agreement?" ( 53 a, 4-5) . 
Lif e and Death 
The i ssue of Socrates ' death is introduced i mmediately and r ef erred 
to t hroughout the dialogue . Of 29 r eferences to life and death made in 
t he Cri to , seven death references are made i n t he "I ntroductory 
Conversation . " ( No life refer ences are made in this secti on of the 
dialogue.) There i s an unequivocal contrast in t he two charact ers' 
views of Socrates ' death . Socrates speaks of hi s death bluntly. He 
accepts hi s fa te : "Well, r eally, Crito , i t would be hard l y s uitable f or 
a man of my age t o r esent having to die " ( 43 c, 1-2 ) . "I t hink I am 
right in saying that I have to die on t he day af ter t he boa t a rrives?" 
(44a, 3-4) Crito, h0v·ever, is unable to speak comf ortably about 
Socrates' death . It is difficul t fo r him t o conf ~ont the issue, fo r him 
to even s ay "death." He says instead, "I have often fel t befor e in th e 
cour se of my l ife how f ortuna t e you are in your disposi tion, but I f eel 
i t more t han ever now in your pr ese nt mi s fortune [ f acing execut i on ] when 
I see how easily and pl acidly you put up wi t h it" ( 43b , 7-11). He 
continues, "Other peopl e j ust as ol d as you are ge t invol ved in these 
mi s f or t unes [ fa cing t he dea th penalty], Socrates, bu t t hei r age doesn' t 
keep th em from rese nting it when th ey find th emselves i n your pos i t i on" 
(4J c, 3- 5). 
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From 50d, 1 to 51c, 6 , t he Laws introduce a new pers pective i n the 
life and death motif, presenting the state's viewpoint on the 
relationship between life and death. It is t he Laws' ar gument that t he 
state gave life to Socrates, making it possible for his f a th er t o marry 
hi s mother and for his chil dren to have a cultural and physic al 
education. Because he is the s ta t e's "child and servant," he owes it 
the responsibility of dying if t he state r equires: H_/\.nd if i t l eads you 
out to war, to be wounded or killed, you mus t com ply ... " 
(51b, 9-10). 
The l ast section of th e di al ogue is concerned wi t h death . Fr om 
53c, 1 onward, t he Laws ex pl ore the issue of Socrates ' dea t h by 
characteri z ing his futur e ear thly and non- earthly lives. As th e 
dialogue closes, Socrates' potenti al life is made t o appear more bleak 
than his death. The Laws wi sh to know if Socr ates will consider lif e 
worth living when he is humilia t ed a s a r unaway in The s saly and his 
children become f orei gners. Furthermore, the Laws pr edict, i f he i s 
unwill i ng to die a s his coun try commands, hi s l ife in t he " next world" 
will not be pleasant: 11 ••• when the l aws of the other worl d know t hat 
you have t ried, s o far as you coul d, t o de s t r oy even us t hei r brother s , 
t hey will not r eceive you wi t h a kindly wel come" (54 c, 9-5 4d,1). 
Authority 
The issue of authority is another si£nificant element tha t i s woven 
t hroughout the fab ric of the dialogue . Socrates and Cr ito make 68 
refer ences to author ities and t o pe opl e per ceived a s auth or i ties. Like 
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other significant elements , the references t o authority i nd ica te the 
characters' contrasting values and motives. Crito argues that the 
common man should be r espected and feared as an authori ty; that the 
common man serves as a trustworthy source for information; that the 
services of authorities can be purchased and controlled. Socrates 
believes that only expert s should be respected as authorities; that th e 
i nfluence of the common man is unir;ipor tant; t hat tr;e state is the 
supreme authority; that there exists a spi ritua l authority bey ond the 
physical earth . Furthermore, Socrates (who is pedantic, self-confident , 
and uninfluenced by the opinions of others) views himself as an 
authority , while Crito, the analysis indicates, views everyone except 
himse lf as an authority . 
The opinion of the masses , Crito believes, wields a grea t deal of 
influence over individual s. Thus, the l ifestyle of the common man 
should serve as model behavior for the individual. He expresses this in 
a line , which , as earlier noted, also reveals his ave r sion of dea th: 
"Other people just as old as you are get invol ved in these misfortunes, 
Socrates , bu t thei r age doesn 't kee p them from resenting it whe n they 
find themselves i n your position" (43a, 3-5 ). In addition, he feels 
tha t the opinion of the common man can cause the individual a gr eat deal 
of harm. A consequence of Socrates ' not escaping , Crito insists , is 
that : "· a gr ea t many people who don' t know you and me very well 
will be sure to thi nk that I let you down , because I could have saved 
you i f I had been willing t o spend t he money; and wha t could be rnore 
contemptibile than to get a name for t hinki ng mor e of money th an of your 
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friends?" ( 44c, 2-6). Unrelenting , Crito off ers a justification for his 
paranoia by pointing out his argument's r elevance to Socrates' current 
situation: 
You can see for yourself, Socrates, that one ri as to th ink of 
popular opi nion as well. Your pre sent pos ition is quite 
enough to show that the capacity of ordinary people for 
causing trouble is not confined t o petty annoyances, but has 
hardly any limit s if you once get a bad name wi th them . 
(44d, 1-5) 
In addition to believing that the common man is an authority wi th a 
great deal of influence , Crito is also convinced tha t the "hoi polloi " 
can serve as a t rustworthy source for information. Thus, Crito 
constantly reli es on the word of others. At 44d he warns Socrates , 
" I expect t hat it [the boat] will be here to-day , j udgi ng f rom the 
report of some people who have just arrived from Sunium and l ef t it 
there" (43d, 3-5). He persist s, commenting , "It 's quite clear from 
t hei r account tha t it will be her e t o-d ay .. . " (4 3d , 5- 8). Based upon 
the report of thes e "authoriti es , :i Crito r eaches the extr eme conc l usion 
tha t Socrates must therefore end his l i fe on the next day . Whe n asked 
i f it is true that Socrates mus t die on the day after th e boa t's 
arrival, Crito immediately r es ponds : "Tha t' s what the authorities say, 
a t any rate" ( 44a , 5). 
Cri to ' s comments about authorities make him at t:Ln,es seem a man of 
questionable e thics. He has no qual ms about buyi ng t he se r vices of 
authorities . In th e "Int r oductory Conver sation , " Crito ruakes an 
allusion to a transaction or "arrangement'' that he has made with t he 
warder, the authority who guards Socrates' cell. Crito explains the 
reason the warder allowed bim to enter at an exceptionally early hour: 
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"He is used to me now, Socrates, because I come here so often; besides, 
he is under some small obligation to me" (43a, 6-7). Perhaps using 
"small obligation" ironically, Crito is indica ting that the warde r is 
someone with whom he has made arrangements for Socrates' escape. A 
little later, when reminding Socrates that he can still easily escape, 
Crito says that witnesses (potential informers) can easily be bribed: 
"And then surely you realize how cheap these informers are t o buy off; 
we shan't need much money to se ttle them ... " (54b, 5-7) . Moreover , 
Crito claims t o know people who are willing to use their own money to 
pay off these informers: "One of them, Simmias of Thebes, has actually 
brought the money with him for this very purpose; and Cebes and a number 
of other s are quite ready t o do the same" (45b, 5-7). Not only is Crito 
willing to bribe informers, but he is most willing to involve others in 
his scheme . 
Concerning authority, Socrates ' views are the ant i th ese s of 
Crito's. Crito' s assumption that the common man is an authority, he 
fee ls, is blatantly erroneous. Socrates is adamant in his opinion that 
only experts (not the common man) should be treated as authoriti es . 
After 11 Crito 1 s Exhortation," he immediately addresses and cor r ects hi s 
friend's view: "Suppose tha t we begin by reverting to this opinion you 
hold about people's opinions" ( 46c, 12- 46d, 1). He pr esents a series of 
premises, each of ·which Crito agrees with: f irst , tha t it was _a_l_ways 
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right that only some opinions should be taken seriously ; second , t ha t 
one should only regard the opini ons that _~;ome people hold; thi r d , that 
the opinions of the wise are good and t he foolish bad; fourth, that one 
should listen only to the opinion of qual ified persons, not the gener al 
public. Finally, Crito agrees with Socrates ' conc lusion : " · tha t we 
ough t to respect and fear this person more th an all the rest put 
together; and that if we do not follow hi s guidanc e we shal l spoil and 
mutilate that par t of us whi ch, as we used t o say , is improved by right 
1 
conduct and destroyed by wrong?" ( 47d, 1- 6 ). 
Socrates continues t he authority moti f, reasoning that the common 
man, whos e opinion is unimportant , deserves no respect . First he 
refutes Crito's argument by challenging him: "My dear Crito, why should 
we pay so much attention to wha t ' most people ' think? The really 
reasonable people , who have more claim to be considered, will believe 
tha t t he f act s are exactly as they are" (44c, 9-12). About common 
pe opl e , Socrates says , "They cannot make a man wise or stupid ; they 
simply act at random" ( 44 d, 9-10). Next , he denonstrates that he does 
indeed apply what he teaches: " · .. i t has always been my nature never 
to accept advice from any of my friends unless r eflexion shows t hat it 
is the best course that reason offer s" ( 46b , 6- 46c , 1). Socrates 
culminates his pol emic in t he "Two Pr emi ses": "Wha tever t he popul a r view 
is ... the fac t remains that to do wrong is in every se nse bad and 
dishonorable for the per son who does i t" (49b , 4- 8) . 
The polarities between Socrates and Cri t o are hi ghlighted further 
by Socrates' belief that the supreme au t hori ty i:; the s ta te. Each of 
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t he 21 references he make s to the authority of the s tate, s ave one, are 
made in the "Speech of the Laws of Athens." Exploring the r elationship 
between the individual and authorities, t he Laws explain and justi fy the 
s tate's supreme authority. First , they remind Socr ates of the 
relationship between a child and his parents: "You did not have equali t y 
of rights with your f a ther to enabl e you t o retal ia te; you were 
not all m-,ed to answer back when you were scolded or to hi t back when you 
were beaten ... " (50e , 8-51 a , 3). Next, they define th e r el ationshi p 
between the citizen and t he s tate: the state is the ci tizen's paren t and 
guardian. Third , the Laws question Cri to on the impl i cations of this 
relationship : "Do you not realize that you are even more bound to 
respect and placate the ange r of your country than your fath er's anger? " 
(51b, 4-6). The Laws make it cl ear to Crito tha t he mus t "submit to any 
puni shment that it [the state] i mposes" (51b, 8 ), and that "in war and in 
the law-courts" he mus t do whatever his city and country commands 
(52d, 2-5). The Laws chastize Socrates , clai ming that by escaping he 
will be violating t he hierarchy of au th ori t y in t he s ta te: " . you 
are behaving like the lowest type of meni al, trying to run away in spi t e 
of the contract s and undertakings by whi ch you agreed to live as a 
member of our State" (52d, 2-5). 
Socra tes makes five r ef erences to the exi s t ence of spiritual, non-
earthly authorities, communicating his respect for their power s to 
intervene in human affairs . Crito, however , makes no ~iuch ref er ences . 
In the "Introductory Conver sation" Socrates tells Cr·i t o tha t he is 
convinced he wil l not have to die for three more days because a 
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prophetess appeared to him in a dream and told him so : "I thought I saw 
a gloriously beautiful woman dressed in white robes, who came up to me 
and addressed me in these words: 'Socrates, to the pleasant land of 
Phthia on the third day thou shalt come'" (44b, 2-3). At the conclusion 
of the Laws' s peech Socrates acknowledges his respect for the mystic's 
inspiration: "That, my dear friend Crito, I do assure you, is what I 
Beem to hear them saying, just as a mystic seems to hear the strains of 
music. "(54d, 3-5). Moreover, three times throughout the dialogue, 
Socrates mentions the gods who preside in a world beyond the earth. 
Each of his comments indicates that he respects the gods and acquiesces 
to their authority. At 43d, 9, about his own death, Socrates says, 
II .. if the gods will it so, so be it ." At 54b, 7-10, Socrates, as 
the Laws, forecasts where he will go after escaping and dying: "· so 
that when you enter the next world you may heve all this to plead in 
your defence before the authori ties there." Socrates ' final 
acquiescence to the gods is in the last line of the dialogue: "Then give 
it up, Crito, and let us follow this course, s ince God points out the 
way" (54e, 1-2). 
Questioning 
There is a profusion of questioning in the Crito . Between Socrates 
and Crito there are drastic differences in the numbers and types of 
questions asked. Socrates asks 89 questions and Crito asks fiv e . In 
the dialogue, four basic types of questions are asked . Many are s imple, 
direct, and non-challenging, while others are serious and challenging. 
A third type is those to which the speaker does not permi t his 
interlocuter oppor tunity f or response. Finally, there are several 
hidden or covert inquiries--those which are not presented as obvious 
questions . 
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Socrates initiates t he conversation (43a, 1-44a, 5) with s i mple, 
direct, non-challenging questions. Through his questioning he att empts 
t o control the exchange, establishing a conver sati onal, relaxed 
atmos phere . In addition to asking Cri t o the time of day , how long he 
has been waiting , and why he has come so earl y, Socrates asks , "Here 
already, Crito? Surely it is still early?" (43a, 1) . "Then why didn ' t 
you wake me at once, instead of si tting by my bed s o quietl y? " 
(43b, 1-2). Impati ent Crito, disturbed by Socrates' i mminent execution , 
demands that they di s cuss roore substantial i 3sues . Socrates complies 
with Crito's demand, and no mor e questions of this ~or t are asked after 
44b, 5 . 
From 44c, 1 to t te end of the dialogue, Socr ates relentlessly fires 
serious and challenging questions at Crito . During thi s interrogation, 
Socrates attempts to resolve several key issues, s uch as the 
s i gnificance of the opinion of the "many"; how his and Crito's opi nions 
compare with those of the expert s in right and wrong; if, by escapi ng , 
Socrates is destroying the state and returning an injury for an injury. 
Crito' s serious questions are much l es s fr equent and much l ess 
challengi~g t han Socrates'. In his exhortation t o escape, his longest 
s peech in t he dialogue , Cr i t o asks only three que s ti ons : "· .. and wh a t 
could be more contempt i bl e than to ge t a nc.1lle f or thinki ng more of money 
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than of your friends? " ( 44c , 4- 6). "I hope that you aren't worrying 
about the possible eff ect s on me and the r est of your friends, and 
thinking tha t if you esca pe we shall have t o ... pay an enormous fine , 
or even incur some further puni shment?" ( 44e, 2-6 ). Final l y , about th e 
fate of Socrates' sons, Crito asks , "And wha t sort of chance are they 
likely to ge t?" (45d, 5-6). 
Within hi s monol ogues , Socrates asks 57 questions for whi ch he does 
not provide Crito opportuni ty to answer . Each of t hese inquiri es i s 
seri ous and challenging , and the maj ority of t hem ( 44 of the 57) can be 
answer ed with "yes " or 11 no11 responses . Sample questions of this s ort 
include the f ollowing : 
Come now, what charge do you bring against us and th e State , 
that you are t r yi ng t o destroy us? (50d , 1- 3 ) Did we not give 
you life in the fir s t place? (50d, 3-4 ) was it not through us 
that your father married your Nether and begot you? (5 0d , 4- 5 ) 
Tell us , have you a ny compl aint against those of us Laws that 
deal with marriage? (50d, 5-7) 
Not all inquiri es made i n the di al ogue ar e pr esent ed as obvious 
questions (interrogative sentences f ollowed by que s tion mar ks ). For 
instance, a t 43a , 5 Socrates queries , but does not question , "I wonde r 
tha t the warder paid any attention to you . 11 Crito poses hidden 
quest ions by express i ng his confus i on : "I have been wondering at you , 
because I saw how comfor tably you were s l eeping . • 11 (43b , 4- 6 ); 
"Other people just as old as you are eet involved in these mi sfortunes , 
Socrates , but t hei r age doesn' t kee p them from r esenting it whe n they 
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find themselves in your position" (43c, 3-5); "Your dream mak es no 
sense" (44b, 4). Socrates responds to each of these statements of 
confusion as he would if Cr ito were asking a question seeking 
clarification. Seven times throughout the dialogue Socrates disguises 
his questions by stating assumptions which serve as cues for Crito to 
indicate whether or not he is following Socrates' reasoning. Socrates ' 
di s6 uised inquiries include the following: "Then we should be afraid of 
the criticism and Helcome the pr aise of the one qualified person, but 
not thos e of the general public" (47b, 7); " . I should like you to 
consider whether we are still satisfied on this point : that the really 
important thin6 is not to live, but to live well" (48b, 6-8). "Then i n 
no circumstance must one do wrong" (49b, 10). 
Crito's Responses to Socrates 
It is in "Socrates' Reply to Crito" that Socrates begins fir i ng 
questions at Crito. From this point to the end of the dialogue, Crito 
responds to Socrates 31 times. Each of his responses, save two, are 
statements of agreement with Socrates. Consistently, he eagerly 
embraces Socrates' explanations, never questioning his teacher's 
motives. Typical responses include "Yes, it is," "Naturally,a 
"Certainly," "Surely not," "No never," "Exactly . " 
Although Crito's responses are consistently affirmative, it is 
doubtful that each of his replies represent a genuine and complete 
understandin6 of Socrates' reas onin6 . First, a t 49a, 5, after much 
dis cussion and agreement, Socrates instructs Crito, "Now, give your 
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attention to the s tarting point of this inquiry ... and t ry t o answe r 
my questions to the best of your judgement" (49a, 1-4). Crito's 
response, "Well, I will try," reveals his lack of certitude. Later, and 
more s i gnificantly, at the end of the "Two Premises," Socrates asks 
Crito a ques t ion that mere ly combines several of the pr emises tha t Cri to 
has heretofore accept ed as true: 
Then consider t he logical consequence. If we leave this place 
without first persuading the State t o let us go, are we or are 
we not doing an injury, and doing it in a quarter wher e it is 
l east justifiable? Are we or are we not abiding by our j ust 
8greements? ( 49e , 8- 50a, 4 ) 
Crito, having agreed to each element of this question, s hould have DQ 
difficulty answering Socrates . However, he r esponds: 11 I can't answe1· 
your question , Socrates ; I ara not clear in my mind" (50a, 5-6 ). 
Although it has been easy for Crito to answer "yes" to several s i mpl e 
questi ons , he is baff~9d when confronted by a que s tion which r equires 
him to synt hes ize pr evious ones . Crito's positive res ponse~ , i t seems , 
i ndica t e hi s i ntimi dation rather t han understanding . 
Temporal Analysis 
Choice 
A fund amental choice f or many dramati s ts i s the hi storical source 
upon which t o ba se a drama. About source, Hornby poi nts out : " tbe mos t 
obvious case is when the playscript js base d on an Rxi s ti ng myt h, 
l ee;end, novel, historical r ecord , or· 0not her pl ays cript . 11 2 Pla to, 
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however, chose to base his drama on biography. The characters i n his 
dialogues were real, not f abricated, personalities with whom Plato met 
and spoke dai ly. As Socrates' disciple since age twenty, Plato observed 
his beloved teacher for nearly a decade . Plato wrote the ~rito shortly 
aft er Socrates' death in 399 B.C. in an attempt "to preserve his r::1emory 
by depicting his personality and conver sation. 113 
Although Plato did not witness every dialogue he dramatized, his 
de pictions of Socrates are considered more consi stent, comple t e , and 
accurate than those of Xeno phon and Aristophanes, the other authors of 
extant dramatic works about Socrates.
4 
In the Aoology, Plato has 
Socrates hi mself str ongly objecting t o Aristophanes' distorted 
characteriz ati on : "You have seen it for yourselves in the play by 
Ari stophanes, ~here Socrates goes whirling around, proclaiming tha t he 
is walking on air , and ut tering a gr eat deal of other things of which I 
know nothir.g whatsoever" (Apolo_gy 19 C). It was Plato' s dE,J ibera te 
choice not to charicat ~re or fictiona lize Socrates . A close examination 
of the Cri to indicates tha t ~aerates is a complex , dynamic, and 
believable character. While his reasoning is usually insightful and 
sal ient, it is at times sophisti c and fallacious . Frequently 
aggr essive , locquacious, and e l oquent in style , he i s also doci l e , 
reticent, and l aconic . Although his trea tment of Cri t o is usually 
gentle and sensitive, he i s also sarcastic a nd flippant. 
Plato' s choice of a source for the Cri t o dicta t ed neveral other 
· ·· - -
choices, including his deci sion t o write the _CTito in dialogue form . 
Censuring tragedy and comedy because of thei r reliance on s pectacle for 
effect, Plato selected a literary form uniquely appr·opriate to his 
subject. 5 The dialogue is a special genre which permitted him to 
accurately capture Socrates in action, hone s tly present a portr ait of 
his teacher, and effectively implement dramatic elements which do not 
require the spectacle of tragedy or comedy for their effect. 
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Another of Plato's significant choices was his decision concerning 
the function of the "Speech of the Laws of Athens. 11 In this, t he 
longest and final speech in the dialogue, Plato e l ected t hat Socrates 
assu~e the persona of the Laws and Constitution of Athens and conduct a 
mock interrogation of himself . This speech , the most dramatic and 
powerful in the dialogue, is responsible for Crito's surrender to 
Socrates . In this speech, Socrates does not merely r eport wha t he hears 
t he Laws saying . He changes drastically, assuming an intimidating , 
dynamic per sonality, bringing the Laws to life as if they are another 
character in t he dr awa. 
Sequence 
The Crito, like Beckett's Endgame and Ionesco' s The Bald Soprano , 
is not separa ted by acts or scenes . It consists of continuous di alogue. 
Nonetheles s, it has a sequence of incidents, identified in thi s study as 
the 11 Introductory Conversation," "Crito's Exhortation to Escape, 11 
"Socrates' Reply t o Cr·ito, 11 the "Two Premises, 11 and the "Speech of the 
Laws of Athens, 11 whi ch contribute t o the s ha pe and meaning of t he 
dialogue. Examining the Cri to' s incidents prov::.ces a useful 
categorization for purposes of criticism, analysi ~, and r ehear ~Rl , and 
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reveals that although the conver sation is continuous, the dialogue is 
not dramatically unchangi ng . Dividing the _C_!:'ito in thi s manner 
demons trates how the part s in the sequence contribute t o the formation 
of the whole. 
The spatial analysis of the ~rito reveal ed the presence of four 
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t ypes of r eferences in the dialogue ' s time mot if. A temporal s tudy of 
these references indicates that th ey are not s catter ed t hroughout th e 
dialogue; rather, they appear i n a sequence of four r efe r ence or image 
clusters . I n f act, all r eferences to the time of day and Socrates ' 
executi on appear in t he "Introductory Conversation." Uo ot her time 
images appear in this section of the dial ogue, nor do r eferences to the 
t ime of day and execution occur after the "I ntroductory Conver sati on." 
All r ef er ences to the future are clustered ~n the next section of the 
di alogue, "Crito ' s Exhortati on to Escape . " All s ucceedi ng time 
references or i mages concern the r elationship between the past and the 
pre sent and appear tl:roughout the dialogue's remaining three incidents . 
Ref er ences t o life and death, anoth er s igni fi cant element in the 
Critq , occur j n t bree image clusters, i n thi s order : death , t he 
r elationship be tween life and death , and life . Throughout th e 
"Int r oduc t ory Conver s a tion" and "Crito ' s Exhortation," Socra tes and 
Crito ref er only to death , never t o l i fe . For instance, Socrates says , 
11 •• it Hould be hardly suitable for a man of my v !:,e t o r esent having 
t o die" ( 43c , 1-2 ). Crito r eminds Socrates, "Your death means a doub l e 
cal amity for me" ( 44 c, 7-8) . As "Crito's Exhorta t i on t o Escape " 
concludes , death i mages are super seded by images of bo t h life and death, 
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particularly what Socrates considers the proper outlook on the 
relationship between life and death . Beginning at 53c, 7, references to 
life, especially life i n the future , pervade t he dialogue . For 
instance, the Laws ask Socrates : "· . . and if you do , will life be 
worth living?" (53c, 7) , "So you will li ve as the toady and slave 
." (53e, 6-54a, 1) . 
The s patial analysis of the third significant element in the Crito, 
questioning , revealed the presence of four basic types of questions . 
Two of these-- the simple, direct, non- challeng ing questions and the 
serious, challenging questions--appea r in two clusters in the dialogue. 7 
Siillple, direct, non-challenging questions, such as, "Here already, 
Crito? Surely it is still early?" (43a, 1) "About what time?" (43a, 3) 
are posed first. They are the only type present in the "Introductory 
Conversation . " Beginning with "Crito's Exhortation to Escape," there is 
a shift to serious and challenging questions . This pattern continues 
throughout the remainder of the dialogue . 
L1Ke the significant element questioning , Crito's responses are 
clustered in two types or classes within the dialogue. His responses 
throughout the "Introductory Conversation" and his "Exhortation to 
Escape" indicate an i ndependence from Socrates . As the speech act 
analysis indicates, in this early part of the dialogue, Crito performs a 
variety of speech acts including answering, explain i ng , asserting , 
wishing , differinz, and querying . As the dialo~ue progresses, however, 
Cri to's independence dimi nishes . From "Socrates ' Rep ly to Crito" to the 
end of the dialogue, all but two of Cri to' s respon~;es a1·e aff irmations 
of Socrates' s tatement s . 
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Authority is the only significant el ement i dentified in this study 
8 
that does not appear in cl ustered j zr.a e;es within the text. The ei ght 
types of authority r ef er ences permeate t he entire fabric of the 
dialogue, often appearing si~ultaneously within one division of the 
Crito . For i nst ance, in the "Int roduc tory Conv er sation," t he shortest 
section of the dialogue, five of the ei ght authority refer ences a ppear: 
Crito expresses his belief that the common man shoul d be r espected and 
feared ; that the word of the common man can be trus ted ; that authorities 
can be bought and controlled; that he himself is not an authority ; and 
Socrates alludes to the exi stence of a supernatur al authori t y. 
References t o authority do not appear in inde pende nt clusters that f orm 
a sequence or progr ession throughout the dial ogue. Figure 1, Appendix 
D, pre sents a s chema of the s equence of s i gnificant element s in the 
Cri to . 
Progressi on 
As the s chema of progr ession , Figure 2 , Appe ndix D, indicates, the 
dialogue f ollows a cour se , each s i gnificant eleme nt except authority 
undergoing a progr ession of image cluster ch anges . A close study of how 
these clusters progre ss, how they in t erac t , and wher e they change , 
indicates that they do not change randomly : there in , rather, a 
met amor phosis f rom the beginni ng of "Crito ' s Exhort .it.ion t o Es ca pe" to 
the end of "Socra tes ' Reply t o Crito . 11 (This section of the Crito will 
hearafter be referred to as the ''Metamorphosis.") Each significant 
element emerges fr om this portion of the dialogue drastically changed. 
Moreover, Socrates is responsible for each of these key changes. The 
cunulative effect is an overall progression or advancement in the 
dialogue. Wha t Socrates accomplishes in the Metamorphosis moves the 
Crito toward its objective. Fi6ure 2 illustrates the progression of 
motifs and the Metamorphosis' i nfluence on the movement of the 
dialogue. 9 
The two primary topics of conversation illustrated in Figure 2, 
time, and life and death, make pro6ressions throughout the dialogue. 
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The concern with and references to time progress from the simple to the 
complex and abstract. Initially, each character has a single, concrete 
time concern (Crito with the execution, Socrates with the time of day). 
Then, in the Metamorphosis, Socrates, demanding that time be gi ven more 
substantial consideration, redirects the concern with time. He 
instigates references to the relationship between the past and the 
present, upon which he builds the principle responsible for his ultimate 
decision not to escape. References to life and death advance from 
death, to life and death, to life . At the beginning of the dialo6ue, 
the characters present their simple , unsophisticated views of death. 
Crito is fearful and Socrates is accepting. Then, in the Me tamorphosis , 
Socrates calls for and provides a serious examination of the 
relationship between life and death. The consequence is an emphasis on 
life for the remainder of the dialo6ue. Ironically, as the dialo6ue 
evolves and Socrates ' execution draws neare r , th e r eferences progress 
from death to life . 
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In addition to progressions in the topics Socrates and Crito 
discuss , there are also changes in the man ner of their conversation . 
First , Socrates modifies his que sti oning. Consistent with his earlier 
behavior, Socrates, in the Metamorphosis, shifts from asking simple , 
non-challenging quest i ons t o inquiries which are serious and 
challenging . Crito ' s r esponses progress from those which reveal his 
independence from Socrates to those which continually affirm Socrates' 
statement s . This progression can be most meaningfully understood by 
examining how it interact s with the other progressions in the dialogue . 
Cri to den1cnstrates his independence early in the dialogue, through his 
responses in the "Introduc tory Conversation" and his "Exhor tation t o 
Es cape." During these early incidents , the t i me concerns are stil l with 
the time of day , the execution, and the f uture ; the life and death 
references are only to death; Socrates ' questions are still simple , 
direct , and non-challenging. Then, as the lietam orphosis begins at the 
inception of "Cr ito' s Exhor tation to Escape," Socrates r edi r ects each of 
the motifs . At 46 c, 2, the time motif shifts from the futu r e to the 
relationship l etween the past and the present; at 45c, 7, the life and 
death references shif t from death to the 1·elationship between life and 
death ; at 44c , 9 , Socrates begins firing serious and chall enging 
questions . Crito , bombarded by Socrates ' challenges, ceases to use 
responses which indicate his independence , and at 47a , 5 he consistent l y 
ocquiesces to and affirms with Socrates . 
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In the ~Tito, changes in the characters' motives result in t he 
progression of motifs , the consequence of which is the overall action or 
or evolution of the dialogue. 
10 
Throughout the conversation, Crito has 
one primary motive: to convince Socrates t o escape. Socrates is 
initially playful; his motive is to tease and bait Crito. Then, in the 
Metamorphosis, he changes his approach: "Very well , then: we must 
consider whether we ought to follow your advice or not" ( 46b , 4) . 11 
Whether sincere or not, Socrates' change of motive dr as tically affects 
the dialogue. He redirects each s i gnificant element except authority, 
driving the dialogue toward its resolution. 
Duration 
An incident ' s chronological duration , its length in performance, is 
dictated by such factors as the number of lines in the incident, t he 
length of the characters' speeches , and the seriousness of t he 
conversation. An inc~ dent's psychological weighting exists in the deep 
s tructure of the text and is comprised of such f actors as character 
motives, the progression of significant elements, and t he evol ution of 
the dialogue as a whole. According to Hornby, an incident's 
psychological weighting determines its importance . 
Considered chronologically, the "Introductory Conver sa tion" is the 
shortest incident in the dialogue. The incident is only 37 lines i n 
J. ength; t he char acters' speeches range fr om two words to tbree 
sentences. The conversation is a r a pid exchange of questionLJ and 
responses, and t he di scussion is s uperficial, lacking f ocus and depth . 
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As a consequence, in clock time , the incident progr esses ve r y quickly. 
However, as the most ps ychologically weighty incident, the i mpact of it s 
dee p structure on the audience is vi t al. The audience should be 
bombarded wi th the contrasts in character personalities , motives, and 
topics of conversation . Socrates, more concerned with the t ime of day 
than with his execution, assumes cont rol of th e conv ersation, and asks 
s impl e , nonthrea tening questions . Crito, preoccupied with th e 
execution, is f earful of dea th. He indicates independence in his 
r·esponses to Socrates . Due to the contrasts between Crito's sinceri ty , 
commitment , and enthusi asm and Socrates ' apathy , more is happe ning i n 
t he deep structure of this s hort incident than in tha t of any other. 
Mor eover, the psychol ogical impact of this incident is especi al ly 
impor tant because it is fr om the foundation established in the 
"Introduc tory Conversation" that the characters evol ve in the drama . 
11 Cri to's Exhortation to Escape " is 20 lines l onger than the 
"Introductory ConversEt ion . " The ch aract ers' speeches average ten lines 
each , wi th Cr i t o's fi nal s pee ch in t his sce ne t he dialogue 's longest 
thus far . Ques tions and response:, c:r ·e no J onger f ired jn r apid 
exchange, and the conver sation , due t o Crito's pl eading , emotional 
monologues, is more serious . The cumulat ive result is a chronological 
dura tion slightly lonecr than that of the "Introduc tory Conversa t ion"; 
however, the psychological wei ghting of this incident is slightl y l ess 
s i gni ficant. Tb et·e are, nonetheless , subtle changes in character and 
dialogue . Socr ates contin~es t easing and baiti ng Cri t o , who , al though 
i ntellectually unchanged , i s growjng iDpa t i ent , aggr ess i ve, and 
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emotional. Moreover , this incident ushers in the Metamor phosis , duri ng 
which every significant element changes direction . Here the time 
element is redirec ted from a concern with the time of day and execution 
t o a preoccupation with t he future, and the questions asked shift fr om 
simple to serious and challenging . An audience's awareness of the deep 
structure's evolution results in a better understanding of the Crito' s 
meaning. 
Chronologically, "Socrates' Reply to Crito" is the dialogue's 
longest incident thus far . The sce ne is eighty lines long ; all 
questions asked in it are serious and challenging; and in it Socrates 
pr esents four long, unfocused, albeit intellectually rigorous, 
r.1 onologues. Although this incident concludes the t,,ietamorphosis which 
began in "Crito' s Exhortation," everything established ty the conclusion 
of "Socrates' Reply" r emains constant, for th e r emainde r of the 
dialogue . The significant element time shifts from an emphaMs on the 
future t o the importarce of understanding t he relationship between the 
past and the present; life and death r efer ences now r efer to 
understanding the r el a tionship between life and dea th; and Cri to's 
rGsponses to Socrates change from those which show his independence to 
~ff~ rmations which show his a cquiescence . At the end of th is incident, 
the char acter s are s till opposites of each other; however, each is now 
opposite what he was at the di al cgue's beginning . Although some changes 
occur i n its deep structure, thi s incident i s t he l east s i gnificant thus 
far. 
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The 11Two Premi ses" con t inues the patt ern of the i ncidents' 
progressively lengthening durations and decreasing psychological 
weighting. Socrates, seldom permitting Crito opportunity to s peak, 
continues his long, often unwieldy, monol ogues; the questions are still 
serious and challenging; the s i gnificant elements ar e unchangi ng for t he 
r emainder of the dialogue. 
Without question, the "Speech of the Laws" has the l ongest 
chronological duration of any i ncident in t he di alogue . One-hundred and 
t hirty lines long, it is comprised almos t entirely of Socrates' 
monologues. Cr ito s peaks only four t i mes, uttering a total of 25 words . 
A scrutiny of the incident's psychological weighti ng i ndicates t hat th e 
deep s tructure is near l y s t agnant, evolving very s l owly f r om the 
previous i ncident. Socra tes' motives, f or instance, are basi cally 
unchanged fr om t ho se he pursued i n the last i nci dent; however, he i s 
growing more formal and dogmati c, challenging Cr ito wi t b gr eater 
frequency and i ntens i ty . In perfo r mance, t he chr onological dura tion and 
psychologi cal weighti ng mus t be car efully manipul ated, pe r mi tt i ng t he 
elements of t he dee p s tructur e t o be br ough t t o t he s urface . Th e 
analysis of t he Crito's t empo explains how t hese factor s can be 
mani pul at ed in perfor mance. Figure 3 (Ap pe ndi x D) is a schema of t he 
chronological duration and psychological wei ghting of each inci dent in 
th e di alogue. 
'l'empo 
Tempo is a function of the number of incidents occurring per unit 
Of t . 12 ime. Hor nby s tresses that tempo "should not be confused, in 
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performance, wi th mere speed of playing time. 1113 The director 's 
understandi ng of a play 's tempo, the function be t ween clock time and th e 
number of incidents that occur, permi ts a performance to, as Bernar d 
Shaw point s out , "bring out the meaning better by contrasts in tone and 
14 
speed." Viewing tempo as a f unction , the critic i s r eminded tha t 
tempo is relative to each playscript , t hat " pace is an inner goal, 
i mpo s ed by the circumstances of the playscri pt , r athel' than by the 
director shouting 'faster' . 1115 In t he fr i to t here a r e seemi ngly few 
events occurring per unit of time . There i s little external ( s urface) 
action . Hence , one might s us pect t hat , in performance , it i s necessary 
t o deliberately accelerate the t em po in order to compensate for t he l ack 
of activity. This is not th e ca se . Tempo i n the _C_ri t o funct i ons on th e 
s ame principle as it coes in Pinter's The Homecoming , a s Hornby r eveals 
16 
in hi s s tudy of the pl ay. 
Vi ewing the Cri to' s t empo as a ma th ematical function, a generalized 
formula which s tresses t he relationshi p between t he el emer.ts that 
determi ne t he dialogue' s pace , permits a dee per exarr1ina t i on of t empo 
17 than does s trictly discursive language. The t empo of mos t playscri pts 
ca n be r epres ented by th e formul a S(C)--> T, where th e r el a tionship 
between the s urface activi t y, S, and the chr onological dura tion, C, 
yields t he tempo, T. The _C_r._i to , however, like Th e HcmecominP: , has very 
l i ttle s urf ace act ivity to in ter act wi th its ch r onol ogical durat ion . I f 
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this func t ion alone were permitted to dictate t empo-- i f the tempo were 
not manipulated to bring the psychological weighting of the deep 
s t r uc ture to the surface-- the dialogue 's pace would grow progressively 
s lower in performance. Consequently, the audience would not have 
opportunity to be affected by the r i chness of the deep structure . Thus, 
the function D(C)--> T, where D represents the amount and type of 
activity in the deep structure , provides a more useful and illuminating 
way to view the Crito's tempo. Applying th i s form ula, sensi t ive 
directorial choices can be made. For instance, when there is mu ch 
activity in an incident's dee p structure , t he t empo can be deliberately 
s l owed to maximize the impact of the psychological wei ghting on the 
audience . Conversely, when little is happening in the dee p structure , 
when the interaction of D and C yield a slow pace, t he tempo can be 
accel erated. (Figure 4, Appendix D, provides a schema of tempo in the 
Cr ito, as dictated by both funct ional relati onsh i ps.) 
The D(C)--> T for~ula appl ied to t he f irst two incidents i nd icates 
a strong i nteraction between the deep struc tur·e and the chronological 
du r a tion. Ther e i~ much activity i n the deep st r uctur es of these 
chronologically brief i nci dents. Thus, in pe r f ormance , the incidents 
will tend to move very quickly. Al though these incident s have 
inherently fas t tem pos, directorial a ttempts must be made i n performance 
t o deliber ately s l ow th e tempo. The audi ence must be given opportw1ity 
t o " pond er the nuances" of the deep struct ure and t o be aff ected by the 
rich psychological weighting. 
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As the dialogue progresses , its inherent tempo--dictated by the 
interaction of the surface structure with the chronological durati on--
s l ows considerab ly. Moreover, in the last incident, the "S peech of the 
Laws," there i s very little activity in the di al ogue's deep structure. 
In t his probl ematic s ituation, it would be i neffective, and probably 
detrimental, t o slow down the t empo, as is necessary in the firs t two 
incident s; here , there is little deep structure action to expo se or 
bring to the surface . The solution lies in applying Hor nby's definition 
of tempo: 11 a function of the number of incidents occurring per unit of 
time ." 
Statement of t he Unifying Principle 
The unifying principle, Hornby point s out, " · .. is a fun c tional 
relationshi p between a critical a pproach and a parti cular s cript; it 
does not exist in the script itself . " He continues , " I t exists as a 
transacti on between the eye of the beholder and the thing beheld. 
not like a hallucination but r·ather like the meaningful organization of 
a mosaic . 11 18 The Crito ' s unifying principle is a critical and 
comprehensive synthesi s of the spa tial and temporal analy ses-- a device 
which informs one of the dialogue ' s de tails, thus facilitating 
comprehension of t he tota l significance of t he script . It explai ns the 
dynamics of the dialogue as an organic li ter·ar·y <'1nd thea trical artwork 
to be performed in space and time . Finally, it provi des the di r ector, 
actors, and technicians with a cohesive pr oduc tion concept. 
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The unifying princi pl e f or Plato's Cr i to , t hen, i s as f ol l ows : The 
Cri to is one continuous conversa t ion who s e evoluti on is structu1·ed upon 
Socra tes' success ful manipul a tion of Crito. He adroitly r ever ses 
Crito's behavior fr om aggressive to passive; t urns hi s s tubborn 
r e jection of Socrates ' ideas to unconditi onal acquiescence ; and al ters 




Later in t he dialogue Socrates ap plies the appeal to authority as 
a persuasive t echnique. At 46d, 12 he ass ures Crito, "Serious t hinkers, 
I believe have always held some s uch view as the one which I mentioned 
just now: " At 50b, 10 he pos tulates, "There is much that could 
be said , especially by a professiona l advocate .... " 
2 Hornby 80 . 
3 Taylor 13. 
4 In Socrates : The Man and His Thought , Taylor thoroughly and 
convincingly argues that Plato ' s depictions of Socra tes s r e more 
credible t han those of Xenophon a nd Aristophanes . According to Taylor , 
"Except on one or two points of detail , Xe no phon does no t formal ly 
contradict anything which Plato tells us about Socrates ." However, he 
continues, " . t he vivid individuality of Pl ato's portrait of 
Socrates is all but entirely lost in Xenophon, who i gnores most of th e 
peculiarities which make Pl a to' s hero an 'original.'" (Taylor 22) 
5 Ther e i s a questionabl e t raditi on s uppor ted l,y Diogenes Laer tius 
that in his yo uth Pla t o Hrote tragedies which he later des troyed. In 
A. D. 200, Diogenes ,,rote a bout Pl a t o , "He appl ied hi mself' t o painti ng 
nnd wrote poems, f irst dithy r arn bs, af t er wards lyric poems and tragedies . 
Af terwards, when he was a bout to compe te f or the prize with a 
tragedy, he li s t ened to Socrates in front of t.Le t heatre of Diony seus , 
and th en consigned his poems to the fl ames , with th e words: ' Come 
hither, 0 fire- god , Plato now has need of thee.'" [iogenes Laerti us, 
Li ves of Eminent Philosophers, t rans. TI.D . Hicks (London : William 
Heinemann, 1925) 281 . 
6 
These types of references include concern with the time of day, 
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the timeliness of Socrates' execution, t he future, and the relationshi p 
between the past and the present . 
7 Two of the four question types are not treated directly in t hi s 
s tudy of sequence . The 57 inquiries for which Socrates does not per mit 
Crito oppor t unity to answer are al so serious and challenging questions, 
and the hidden questions are too infrequent f or their presence to f orm a 
pattern . Because he a sks only five of the 94 questions in the di alogue, 
t her e is no pattern in his questioning ; therefore, his que s t ions are not 
examined in this s tudy of sequence. 
8 
The s patial analysis reveals eight authority motifs i n the Cri t o. 
They incl ude Crito's are;ument that the common man s hould be respected 
and f eared as an authority; that t he coIDmon man serves as a trustworthy 
source of information; that the services of authorities can be purchased 
and controlled . Socra tes contr i ~ 1tes f our motifs : t he asserti on that, 
contr ary to wha t Cri to believes , on l y expert s should be re spec ted as 
authorities; that the influence of t he common man i s unimportant; t ha t 
the state i s the supr eme authority ; tha t there exi s ts a spiritual 
auth ority beyond th e phy s i ca l earth . The eighth motif is Socra tes' 
perception of himself as an authori ty and Cri t o 's vi ew of everyone 
exce pt himself as an authority. 
9 Recall t ha t 11 2.cti on" is de f ined by Fer gusson as " t he whole 
wor king out of a motive to i t s end i n ouccess or fa il ure " (9 ) . 
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10 In the s tatewen t of his motive , "to consider whether we ought to 
fol l ow your advi ce or not , " Socrates conveys the iLlpression tha t his 
decision will be dete rmined by a rati onal considerati on of t he issue , a 
process tha t he will presently undertake wi t h Cri t o. Because t he 
consequence of his stated motive has such a profound effect on the 
movement and ultimate resolution of the di alogue , it is questionabl e 
that this is Socr ates ' genuine motive. It is more likely that his 
actual motive is t o control t he conversation, di recting Cri to toward 
accepting hi s predetermined decision . 
11 Authority serves a function differ ent from th e other si c:nificant 
el ements . Although they neither appear in clus t ers nor f orm 
progressions , the a uthority motifs are continually manifest in s ome 
form . Due to the t opic and the nature of the dialogue, authority i s a 
constant e l ement that under l ies th e enti re cor,v er sation, contributing to 
t he overall atmosphere of the Crito. 
12 As employed in Hornby's definition, "incidents" refers t o the 
events which compri s e the divi s ions of the dialogue . However, in this 
analysi s of tempo , "incidents" will continue referri ng to the divis i ons 
of the dialogue ( i.e . , the "Introductor y Conversation, " "Crito's 
Exhor tati on to Esca pe , " etc . ) . 
13 Hornby 88 . 
14 Shaw on Thea t r 8 , ed . E. J. West ( Hew York : Hill and Wang , 1958) 
158 . ( qtd . i n Hornby 89 ) . 
15 Hornby 89 . 
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16 Hornby posi t s two premises about The Homecoming . First, "On the 
surface there are very f ew events to cover the two hours or so of 
playing time • . . 11 ( 187 ) ; s econd , 11 • important events 2re 
compressed , while trivi al ones (on the surface) are extended .. 
(190 - 1). In light of these premises, Hornby concludes that The 
Homecoming calls for a very slow t empo: 
IT 
. .. the temptation to s peed things up must be scrupulous ly 
avoided. Thi s is because, below the surface i n the dee p 
s tructure , a gr eat deal is going on-- seductions , power 
str uggles , acts of vengence, t erritorial cefenses, the pas sing 
of the older generation . To speed up the s urface activity is 
t o de stroy these deeper r esonances and make the play seem 
real ly s low. The audience must be given time to ponder, to 
noti ce subt l e ties , f or the surface of the action really offer s 
t hem very little by itself . That is, one can r ush a pl ay like 
~iacbeth, ancl the audience will s til l r emain interested because 
there is so much surface activi t y; they may r,ot be very deeply 
c oved , but at l east th ey will not get bored. Wi th a pl ay like 
The Homecoming , however , there j_s no sense i n r ushing or 
"ge tting on with t he action , " since t her e is al mos t no surface 
acti on to begin with . Rushing i~ one of the mos t common flaws 
in directing today--which is why so many pr oducti ons seem s o 
s low . (1 87) 
17 "Functi on" a s used in this analy s i s and by Horn by denotes the 
s 2.IDe meaning as "ratio" used ly Kenneth Burke : "A ratio i s a f ormula 
indicating a t ransition f ron, orie te rm to another. Such a r elation 
necessarily possesses the arrbi £uities of the potential, jn that t he 
second term is a medium different from the f irst." Kenneth Burke, A 
Grammar of Motives, (Berkeley: U of California P, 1969) 262. 
"Function," Hornby suggests, is more accurate than "ratio," for it 
describes a transformation rather t han a comparison. 





Plato's Crito was performed on 27 and 30 March 1986 i n the Bertha 
Martin Theatre at t he University of Northern I owa . Appendix E provide s 
a flyer announcing the production; F, a program; G, photographs; and Ha 
videotape of th e performance. This chapter fi r st di s cusses the nature 
of t he production, focusing on acting and characterization, the 
treatment of the text in performance, and t echnical aspects of the 
producti on. The second part of t he chapter exami nes the i nfl uence of 
t he speech act and structural ist analyses upon the pr oduction of t he 
Cr :i to . 
Discus sion of the Pr oducti on 
Acting /C har acter i za tion 
Chapt ers 3 and 4 .r evea l fundamental principles about the 
r elationshi p be tween Socrates and Cr ito. 1"1o s t of this i nformation , 
however , was deliberately wi t hheld from th e actors duri ng early 
rehearsals . Dictatine an i nterpre t ation of t he characters and t heir 
relati onships, I decided, could potenti cl ly hand i ca p t he actors by 
l i miting their exploration of character and by providing them with 
directi on they mi ght fi nd di f f i cult t o motivate . Inst ead , th e r ehear sal 
process was used as the actors' opportunity to explore the s cript, 
di s cover character relati ons hi ps , and convert t hese di~coveries i nt o 
wha t we agr eed 1;ere sens ibl e ar tist ic choices f or pe r f or mance . The 
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ac tors were guided by the Stanislavskian principle that acting is living 
truthfully in i maginary circustances. 1 One of the initial and most 
valuable decisions the actors made was that, in performance, Socrates 
and Crito mus t be authentic human beings, driven more by emotional needs 
than by cereberal concerns. The emotional bond between Socrates anc 
Crito established the foundation upon which subsequent character 
motivation was built. 
Cri t o is dri ven to save his best fri end of fifty years from, as he 
sees it, killing himself. Socrates, not i mmune to r eacting emotionally, 
is consumed by a passion for doing wh at i s right, even if it means 
surrendering himself t o death . Rather than an att em pt t o stage an 
argument, give the audience a philoso phy lesson, or r e-create historical 
per sonalities , t he Cri to became the dr amat ization of one can's mi s sion 
to save his closest fri er1d from committing "suicide." 
Upon a cursory r eading of the s cri pt, a r eader would likely 
conclude that Crito i ~ a flat character, a mer e pawn who f ails to 
hei ghten the dramatic action. To achieve a compelling characterizati on , 
i t was necessary for t he actor t o extrapolate far beyond a surface 
interpretation of the rol e . First, the script was scrutinized for 
factual information about Crito: he is Socrates ' contempor a ry and his 
closest friend, a pr agmatic businessman of financi al means and 
influence , and an individual driven in part by selfish motives . Next, 
such factual or "s urface" information was combi ned with tha t whi ch the 
speech act and s tructuralist analyses r eveal ed about the dee p s tructur e 
of the dialogue, r esulting in the actor s' understanding of hidden or 
buried emotional facets of the character and rich motivational 
opportunities for performance . Motivated by love, as well as f ear of 
public ridicule, Crito fights to save Socrates; frustrated by his 
limited success, his love turns to fury; brow-beaten, he respectfully 
def ers to Socrates . 
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Although many of Crito's arguments are f allzcious, the directorial 
decision was made that they rrust 1 nonetheless, appear credible to th e 
audience and tempting to Socrates . Portraying Crito as someone to be 
taken seriously, rather than the ponder ous, simplistic foil he might 
seem in the written text , engages the audience and hei ghtens dramatic 
potential . Ra ther than dismissing Crito as a pawn who will be 
predictably pounced upon by Socrates, by t he end of hi s exhortation the 
audience should be allied with Crito, hoping f or Socrates t o do the 
r i ght thing and follow his fri end ' s sensi ble advice . Socrates can then 
take char ge, engaging the audience and Crito by addressing Crito' s 
arguments one by one jn his powerful Speech of the Laws . 
To strengthen the communi cation and essential bond between the 
character s , character believability, and audience invol vement, it was 
decided tha t Socrates could not be portarayed as the infallible "logic 
machine" he is often viei,1ed as. To e n::mre Socrates ' emoti onal 
vulnerabili ty , the actor playing t he role made several essential, 
specific decisions (not all of which are explicitly suggested by the 
script , but which ~an be supported by it): (1) Before Crito arrived, 
Socra tes had considered escaping; (2) He has s ince de cided against it ; 
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(3) Crito has partially succeeded at convincing Socrates to escape; (4 ) 
Socrates must use the remainder of the conversation to convice Crito 
d f . d 2 an reconvince himsel that he snoul not escape. Making these 
decisions by expanding upon what is provided in the script assists the 
actor in developing the concrete framework necessary for building the 
character. 
The Crito's most formidable acting challenge is Socrates' long, 
seemingly-directionless monologue i n which he personifies the Laws of 
Athens. Four major acting and directorial decisions were made 
concerning the performance of the Speech of the Laws. First, Socrates 
must undergo an unmistakable metamorphosis in voice, movement, and 
energy when he becomes the Laws. Socrates' transitions between himsel f 
and the Laws were crisply delineated for the audience. Second, when 
Socrates becomes the Laws, he must assign Crito the role of Socrates. 
Although this technique is not suggested by the script, it permits Cri to 
and the audience to experience the manifestation of the Laws much more 
powerfully than if Socrates were merely conversing with himself. Third, 
the Laws' speech must be didactic ra ther than ruminary. At this point, 
Socrates has already reconvinc ed himself that he should not escape, but 
has yet to convince Crito and the audience. Thus, it was necessary that 
Socrates be fie ry, didactic, and intimidating, rather than merely 
"think out loud," sorting throu6h his convictions. Finally, it Has 
determined that, as the Laws, Socrates should assume the role of a 
lawyer convincinJ a jury--the audience--that Socrates s hould do what is 
ri6ht and not escape. This deliberate attempt to viola te the audience's 
aesthetic distance by directly addressing individual member s made the 
audience integral partici pants in the dr ama. Thus, by the end of the 
Laws' speech, Socrates has negated Crito•s influence on t he audience , 
turning them i nto Socrates' reluctant adversaries . 
Tr eatment of the Text in Perfor mance 
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Hornby's intr insic method of analysis is opposed to alteri ng or 
"doctoring" the written text for the pur pose of pe rformance . Tex t and 
performance, Hornby believes, have a dynamic r elationshi p tha t editing 
destroy s ; the integrity of t he author and t he artwork must be of 
foremost impor tance: 
Agai n, I believe that a director, and a cr itic too, should 
develop a habit of mode s ty toward a playscript; instead of 
a utomatically thinki ng , 'I know better. Chuck this out,' one 
s hould always ass ume t ha t t he pl 2.ywright knew ,,hat he was 
doing , even (or perhaps especial l y) where the scri pt seems 
difficult or obscure .... a work of ar t tha t contains no 
el ement of the i r r ational or i nexpl i cable is usual ly tepid and 
dull. . 3 
Al t ering t he Crito by del eti ng lines or r earrancine parts would have 
defeated a maj or purpo se of th e st udy--demonstratir1g, that the dialogue 
is in itself performable--by ignoring a major chall enge pr esented when 
performing Plato. Slight alterations occurred in only two instances : 
fi rst, when t he actors were unable to provide a "word- perfect" 
recoll ection of the lines . Second , si nce t hi s tr an::;} ati on ,,as i ntend ed 
fo r the print medium, Socrates' utt er ances were occasional l y t oo long 
and cumbersome for the ac t or to articulate and f or an audience t o be 
expected to comprehend. One of the s e speeches was judiciously edited 
for the performance 1,ediuru . The f ollm,ing i s the transl ator' s version 
of Socrates ' utterance at 48d , 4- 9 : 
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If it becomes clear that s uch conduct is wrong, I cannot help 
thinking that the ques t ion whether we are sure t o die, or t o 
suffer any other ill ef ec t fo r tha t matter, i f we stand our 
ground and take no act ion , ough t not t o weigh wi th us a t al l 
in comparison with the r isk of doing wha t i s wrong . 
This awkward line was necessarily t r immed: "If it be comes clear that 
s uch conduct is wrong , any i ll ef f ects we may s uff er ought not to wei gh 
1.l 
wi t h us a t all i n c omparison with the ri s k of doing what is wrong ." ' 
Technica l Asoects of the Production 
I t was cl ear from the early pl anning stages that it would be a 
serious e r ror to !' P. ly upor, U-leatrical spectacl e fo r the s uc cess of the 
produc ti on. Ra t her than enhancing the performance , spectac l e would have 
interfer ed with t he dr ama :i. nhere nt in the language , the confl ic t , and 
the threa t of Sacra t es ' i mpending doom . The yri t o ~1as pr oduced 
utiliz ing a near- bar r en se t and mini ~al lichting . Set in Socrates ' 
prison cell in 399 B.C., the environ~ent was s uitably bar ren and dank, 
consi stini:; of one bed , two tabl es, one bench, and one stool. 
IllUDination wc1s prov:ided by t ,;.;o e l U.psoidal-refl ector l aops , t wo ::; coop 
lichts , t wo oil- burning potter y l~mps , and t he houoe li~hts, cont r ol led 
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by a dimmer s witch. Two goboed ellipsoidals cast light and shadow to 
the floor, creating the appearance of shadows from two barred prison 
windows. Early in the script, we a re told that the time is "just befo!'e 
dawn": as the dialogue progressed, the outside light from the windows 
and the overhead light gradually increased . 
The actors wore period costumes, Socrates, the ascetic philosopher, 
barefoot and costumed in a thread-bare robe . Cr ito, the wealthy 
merchant, was appropriately appoint ed in sandals and a robe . The 
possibility of "updat ing" the sett i ng and/or cos tumes--for example, 
costumin6 Crito in a three-piece suit and Soc r ates in prison 6reys--was 
categorically rejected rather than risk alienat i ng the audience. When 
most audiences view a "contemporary" production of a classic, they are 
so often consumed with decodinl the significance of (or the symbolism 
behind) the director's decision, that they a r e unable to surrender 
themselves to the theatrical exper ience. The possibility of performing 
the Crito as a "concept" production, which would attempt to make a 
relevant political message , was also vehemently opposed. Such a 
technique would prove reductive, severely limiting the audience's 
response to the potential richness of the artwork . 
Discussion of the Me thodologies 
Speech Act Methodology 
A premise of speech act theory, and this study, is that identifying 
the speech acts characters commit takes the cri tic below the s urface of 
the text to discover what those characters a re "attempting to do." 
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Illocutionary acts are explicated in Chapter 3 (and catalogued in 
Appendix A), thus illuminating the motivation and objectives of the 
characters i n the Crito. For ins tance, it was determined that early i n 
the dialogue Socrates, attempting to elicit action from Crito, performs 
a series of directive speech acts by pelting Crito with questions and 
queries. This made possible the discovery that Socrates, while relaxed 
and s omewhat playful, has successfully initiated an inquicy-response 
pattern in the dialo6ue , securing a control over the conversation that 
he never relinquishes . Crito delivers a four-sentence speech earl y in 
the dialogue in which he commits a variety of representative and 
expressive speech acts, including assertin6 , wishin6 , explaining, and 
expressing admiration. The randomness of his speech action indicates 
that he is so emotionally distraught by Socrates' approaching doom that 
he can deliver only a scrambled confession. 
Upon examining the i dentified illocutions, revealing speech act 
patterns emer6e. Significantly, these patterns reveal character 
evolution and the action or progression of the dialo6ue. According to 
Ohmann, "· .• movement of the characters and changes in their relations 
to one another within the social world of the play appear most clearly 
in the illocutionary acts." 5 Socrates, for instance, maturing from 
committing directive acts (primarily questioning and querying) to 
performin6 representa tive ones (forecastin6 , assert in6 , and 
pos tulat in3 ), thus evolvin6 from a calm, relaxed s tate to a f iery, 
didactic one i n the r ole of the Laws of Athens . Ohmann ' s hypothesis is 
supported : 11 Illocutions are the vehicle of the play ' s action . 116 
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The most s i gnificant theoretical and, as thi s s tudy has found, 
practical value of a speech act analysis of Plato's ~rito is th a t it , 
unlike other methodologies , goes directly to the primary s ource of 
action i n the dialogue-- t he deep st r ucture. Unlil<e most dramatic works, 
however, the Crito does not entirely support Ari s totle 's definition of 
tragedy (drama ) as the imitation (re-enactment) of an action . 7 It i s 
gener ally agr·eed that t: re- enactment" i s the best translation for 
"imi tation, 11 for, as Butcher' comments, "In tbe dr ama the characters are 
not described, t hey enact their own s t ory and s o reveal themsel ves . "
8 
The ~ri to , qui te cl early, consi s ts of little action of this sort. It is 
r ather' ~hat Susanne Langer calls a discursive form than a pr esentationa l 
form . 9 The speech act methodology , however, permits tbe unique logic of 
the Crit.9-- its action in the l anguage of the deep str ucture rather than 
ac tion in enactment on the surface--to be explored. For inst ance, the 
analyBis dete r mined tha t the action or progression of the 11 Introductor y 
Conver sation" is structured upon four turns in speech action : first , 
Socrates establishes his inquiry-response pa t t ern; then Cri to redirects 
this action by explaining why he didn ' t wake Socrates ; Socrat es turns 
t he act ion agai n, redirecting Crito'~ attention ; Socr a tes changes the 
direction yet again , performing the first commissive act, expres s ing his 
fi r s t i ntention . 
Although speech ac t t heory has proven an i nvaluable tool fer the 
r hetorical analysis, permitting a view of the ot herwi se "hidde n world " 
of the pl ay , it poses one ~a jor l imitation to th e cri t ic analyz i ng a 
s cript for the purpose of performance : the method is des i ~ned to exa1nine 
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static, printed, literary texts, not to explore dynamic, organic works 
for performance . As Campbell points out, "Theatre is made up of texts-
i n- performance, and there are major formal differences between the work 
10 on the page and that same work on the stage. Consequently, the method 
partially "breaKs down" in the transition from text to performance. 
There is not a one- to- one correspondence between those illocutions 
identified in the script and those performed on the stage . While the 
analysis may determine that, at a particular point in the script, a 
character is committing certain speech acts, the actor ma y, quite 
justifiably, perform entirely different speech acts . For instance, at 
45a, 6-45b, 10 in "Crito's Exhortation," the analysis suggested that 
Crito was advising , alleging, and counsel i n6 • However, in performance, 
due to the actor's personal interpretation of the script and character , 
his relationship with the other actor, and the emphasis on exploration 
in rehearsals, the actor performed quite different speech acts: 
admonishing, rebuking , and commanding . 11 
Structuralist Methodology 
Unlike speech act theory, Hornby's structuralism is designed 
precisely for the purpose of analyzing playscripts for performance . He 
has taken a method of literary criticism, which has also traditionally 
examined static, printed texts, and adapted it for performance theory 
and criticism . The result, as Hornby concedes, is not pure 
Structuralism, but a method that effectively serves the critic from 
playscript analysis through the production process. 
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The spatial analysis, in which such recurring elements as t ime, 
life/death, and authority are identified and clustered into significant 
elements, i s of l imited significance in and of itself. However, when 
utilized as a precursor t o the temporal analysis i t is invaluable. The 
s patial analysis, for instance, discovered that life and death 
references are not only present, but that they form patterns that g ive 
the Crito its meaning. It is most significant that of the life and 
death references, only those to death are made at the beginning of the 
dialogue, and that at the end of the dialogue death is only mentioned i n 
r eference to l ife after death. This information, which would otherwise 
be difficult to perceive, in forms the cri tic of the dialogue's hidden 
meaning . 
It i s primarily through t he process of temporal analysis that 
Hornby has adapted traditional literary structuralis m to theatrical 
performance. Applying the analytic terms choice, sequence, progression, 
duration, and tempo, this analysis has appl ied the r esults of the 
spatial analysis facilitating performance of the Crito in space and 
t . 12 ime. Durat i on, and its companion tempo, served as the most fruitfu l 
catalyst for makin6 the directorial choices necessary to perform the 
Crito. It was, for instance, determined that although the "Introductory 
Conversation" would likely move t he most quickly in performance, this 
i ncident had to be deliberately slowed to permit its significant 
psycholo5ical weighting to s urface. The necessary tempi of incidents 
were identified and se t i n rehearsals so t ha t, as Shaw s aid, the tempo 
would be achieved"· .. by contrasts of tone and speed. 1113 
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Concluding Remarks 
Whether or not a ,,1ork s uch as t he Cri to is a perfor mable dr ama t i c 
work is an i s sue of contention. The question is not s o mu ch t he 
dramatic merit of Plato's dialogues as it is, according to Cam pbell , 
~~hether or r:o t t.rie theatre can effectively pre sent drama which is 
discursive rather than presentati onal: whether or not argument can 
effectively be presented t hrough the t heatrical medium. Campbell' s 
position is t hat, becaus e thea t r e oper·Dte~- b!' exampl e , prese nting 
characters in s ituations , a lltheatre of ar gument" has l imi t ed dramatic 
potent ial: "The displacement of examples and enac t riert by asser tion and 
argunjent means t hat the theatrical work is dimini shed, f or ar gument qua 
14 
ar gume nt is not the t,t uf f of theatre. 11 He continues : 
Because thea t re depe nds on t he example and ca n us e argument 
only i n a secondary manner, it is not capabl e of trea ting 
complex ethi ca l issue s , or of ana l yzing i ntricate politica l 
s ituations, ~r of i nvestigating t he moral problems of freed om, 
evil, etc. Such topics r equire di s cur sive trea tnent, and th e 
t hea tre eannot spin out the long , t aut ar r;ument s that would be 
1.:; 
needed t o handle them. · -
Nonethel ess, a contrary vh•,,point exi s ts. Kauffman, i n his essay 
11 Poetic as Argument," makes t he ar ~urue nt t hat ar gt~ ent and poe tic are 
"interdependent forms of di s course" and t ha t , "Even in didactic dr ama, 
who s e f orm is mainly rhetori cal, e nac tment i s an i mpor tant form of 
16 
ar gument." Many f r equently- per formed pl ays , par ticul arly some by 
Geor ge Ber nard Shaw, ar e cer t ainly no J es s di s cursive t han Pla to ' s 
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Cri to . A primary example is Shaw's Man and Suoerman, particularly Don 
Juan's de bate with the devil in Act III of the play (which i s ofte n 
performed as a complete play in and of itself). About this work, 
Campbell points out"· .. here the discursive argument is not 
incidental to the dramatic action, but for large sections of the play 
. th d t . t . " '17 ... is ,e rama 1c ac ion . Other plays go beyond the Cri to i n 
their lack of enactment and example and reliance upon discurs i ve f orm: 
Clifford Odets' Waiting f or Lefty and Awake and Si ng!, John Howard 
Lawson's Loud Speaker and ~arching Song , Trevor Griffith's The Party, 
and The Livi~g Theatre ' s Paradise How. 18 
It i s th e conc lus i on of t his s tudy t ha t tlle ~ r· i to , as well as other 
s uch early Platonic di alc r;ues a s t he Euthyphro, t he Apology, the Phaedo, 
the Sympos i um, the Ly s i s , and possibly t he Gor gi a s and the Phoedrus, can 
te succesttfully dramatized if f our essentiaJ. c d ter ia ar e met: f irst , 
t he director mus t a pply a felicitous method of ana lysis s uch as th e 
structuralist approac~ used in this s tudy , ~hich permits exploration of 
the dialogues specifically for the purpo se of performance; s econd, the 
director mus t em ploy hi ghly ccmpetent actors , capable of working from a 
script whi ch provides f ew clues to int erpr e t a tion; t hird , the di alogues 
demand creat ive direction which recogniz es t he unique logi c and dr amatic 
structure of Pl a to's works ; four t h , t he dr amatiza tion rnust be pr esented 
to an acad emi c community, whi ch would have t he neces sary appr ecia tion of 
t he historical , philoso phical, and di s cur s ive natur e of th e scri pt . 
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NOTES 
1 That acting is "living truthfully in imaginary circumstances" is 
a personal formulation of a Stanislavskian acting principle, extracted 
from Sonia Moore's text Training An Actor. Sonia Moore, Training an 
Actor: The Stanislavksi System in Class. (New York: Penguin, 1979). 
2 The following is textual evidence supporting the actor's specific 
decisions about Socrates' strug6le with whether or not he should escape: 
a. Before Crito arrived, Socrates had considered escaping; Crito 
has partially succeeded at convincing Socrates to escape: After Crito 
tells Socrates that he can escape with little difficulty, Socrates 
responds, "All that you say is very much in my mind, Cri t o, and a great 
deal more besides" (45a, 4-5). 
b. Socrates has, however, decided a_zainst it: When Crito insists 
he must escape immediately if he wishes to live, Socrates answers, 
"Well, really, Crito, it would be hardly suitable for a man of my age to 
resent having to die" (43c, 1-2). 
d. Socrates must convince Crito and reconvice himself that he 
should not escape: "I am very anxious to obtain your appcoval before I 
adopt the course which I have in mind; I don't want to act against your 
convictions (48e, 3-5). 
3 Hornby 141-2. 
4 
Early in the rehearsal process, we had considered turning several 
of Socrates' rhetorical questions in his "Speech of the Laws" into 
questions posed by Crito, thereby breaking up some of Socrates' very 
long monologues and creating more interaction between the characters. 
It was discovered that rather than enhancing the performance, this 
slight tampering with the text instead disturbed the continuity of 
Socrates' speeches. 
5 Ohoann 83. 
6 Paul Newell Campbell, Form and the Art of the Theatre (Bowling 
Green: Bowling Green Univ. Popular Press, 1984) 34. 
7 S. H. Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry a~d Fine Art (New 
York: Dover, 1951) 335, 
8 Susanne K. Langer, Philosophy in a New Key: A Study in the 
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Symbolism of Reason, Rite, and Art (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1942) 97, 
Campbell elucidates Langer's concepts of discursive and presentational 
forms in Appendix I of his text (pages 116-127), 
Campbell argues that the theatre is primarily a presentational, no t 
a discursive, medium; that is, that most theatre functions by providing 
examples and enactment (the imitation of an action) rather than 
argument: "In the theatre, it is never enough to argue or assert; 
characters come into existence via action or enactment. And in 
enactment, examples are created" (34). 
9 Campbell 33, 
10 The speech act analyses reviewed for this study were conducted 
by literary, not performance, critics. Although Ohmann (1973) examines 
the speech action of Major Barbara, The Importance of Bein6 Earnest, 





About his temporal .analysis, Hornby comments: 
With all these terms .•. I r. a ve tried to avoid a suggestion 
of a rigid analytical system. They are neither abstract 
'categories' nor a how-to-do-it procedure for staging plays. 
Their order is unimportant, their meanings often overlap, and 
in many cases other terms could be substituted for them. 
Their purpose is to channel the intellect and imagination of 
the critic or director in confronting a playscript, to make 
them see spatial and temporal considerations as an integral 
part of it rather than a 'spectacle' to be added on afterward. 
(90) 
12 Shaw on Theatre, ed. E. J. West (New York: Hill and Wang, 1958) 
13 Campbell 40. 
14 Campbell 42. 
15 Charles Kauffman, "Poetic as Argument," Quarterly Journal of 
Speech 67 (1981): 407-412. Additional support for the contention that 
argument can be presented in theatre can be found in Hugh Mercer 
Curtler, "Does Philosophy Need Literature?" Philosophy and Literature, 
2 (Spring 1978), 110-115; "Philosophy Needs Literature," Philosophy and 
Literature, 1 (Spring 1977), 170-182. 
16 ~n his 12 September 1903 Saturday Review essay, "Mr. Shaw's New 
Dialogues," British drama critic Max Beerbohm compared the discursive 
natures of Shaw and Plato: 
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... to dr ama Mr. Shaw and Plato stand in almost exact ly t he 
same relation . Plato, through anxiety that hi s work s houl d be 
read, and his message accepted, so fa r mortified his s trongl y 
puritan i nstincts as to give a setti ng of br ight human colour 
to his abstract thought. He invented men of fle sh and blood , 
t o talk for him, and put them against r eali s tic backgr ounds . 
1--:ax Beerbohm, "Mr. Shaw's New Di alogues, 17 Around Theatr es, 2 vol s . ( New 
York : Knopf, 1930) 1: 343, 
17 Actor Frank F. Fowle III tours American col leges and 
universities performing Book I of Plato 's Reoublic, one of the Platonic 
dialogues which seems least likely t o be performable . One reviewer 
commented: 1:He cakes i t come alive he held a college audi ence 
spell bound with Plato' s Repub_l_i_c for an hour. . . 111 A Gripping One Man 
Pe rformance (St. Louis: Bard Publications, 1986) 6 . 
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C R I T 0 
Introductory Conversation 
E,D SOCRATES: Here already, Crito?/ Surely it is still early? 
R CRITO: Indeed it is. 
D SOCRATES: About what time? 
R CRITO: Just before dawn. 
D SOCRATES: I wonder that the warder paid any attention to you? 
R CRITO: He is used to me now, Socrates, because I come here so often;/ 
besides, he is under some small obligation to me. 
D SOCRATES: Have you just come, or have you been here for long? 
R CRITO: Fairly long. 
D SOCRATES: Then why didn't you wa ke me at once, instead of sitting 
by my bed so quietly . 
R,E CRITO : I wouldn't dream of such a thing, Socrates./ I only wish 
R I were not so sleepless and depressed myself ./ I have 
been wondering at you, because I s aw how comfortably you 














I wanted you to be as comfortable as you could./ I have 
often felt before in the course of my life how fortunate 
you are in your disposition, but I feel it more than ever 
now in your present misfortune when I see how easily and 
placidly you put up with it. 
R SOCRATES: Well, really, Crito, it would be hardly suitable for a man 
of my age to resent having to die. 
R CRITO: Other people just as old as you are get involved in these 
misfortunes, Socrates,/ but their age doesn't keep them from 
resenting it when they find themselves in your position. 
R,D SOCRATES: Quite true./ But tell me, why have you come so early? 
R CRITO: Because I bring bad news, Socrates;/ not so bad from your 
point of view, I suppose, but it will be very hard to bear 
for me and your other friends, and I think that I shall find 
it hardest of all. 
D SOCRATES: Why, what is this news?/ Has the boat come in from Delos 
--the boat which ends my reprieve when it arrives? 




















be here to-day, judging from the report of some people who 
have just arrived from Sunium and left it there./ It's quite 
clear from their account that it will be here to-day;/ and so 
by tomorrow, Socrates, you will have to--to end your life. 
R SOCRATES: Well, Crito, I hope that it may be for the best;/ 
if the gods will it so, so be it./ All the same, I don't 
think it will arrive to-day. 
D CRITO: What makes you think that? 
C SOCRATES: I will try to explain./ 
D I think I am right in saying that I have to die on the day 
after the boat arrives? 
R CRITO: That's what the authorities say, at any rate. 
R SOCRATES: Then I don't think it will arrive on this day that is just 
beginning, but on the day after./ I am going by a dream 
that I had in the night, only a little while ago./ 
E It looks as though you were right not to wake me up. 
D CRITO: Why, what was the dream about? 














white robes, who came up to me and addressed me in these b 
words: 'Socrates, to the pleasant land of Phthia on the 
third day thou shalt come.' 
R CRITO: Your dream makes no sense, Socrates. 
R SOCRATES: To my mind Crito, it is perfectly clear. 
Crito's Exhortation to Escape 





still not too late to take my advice and escape./ Your 
death means a double calamity for me. I shall not only 
lose a friend whom I can never possibly replace,/ but besides 
a great many people who don't know you and me very well will 
be sure to think that I let yo u down, because I could have 
saved you if I had been willing to spend the money;/ and 
what could be more contemptible than to get a name for 
thinking more of money than of your friends?/ Most people 
will never believe that it was you who refused to leave this 
















D SOCRATES: But my dear Crito, why sould we pay so much attention to 
R what 'most people' think?/ The really reasonable people, 
who have more claim to be considered, will believe that 
the facts are exactly as they are. 
R CRITO: You can see for yourself, Socrates, that one has to think 
of popular opinion as well./ Your present position is quite 
enough to show the capacity of ordinary people for causing 
trouble is not confined to petty annoyances, but has hardly 
any limits if you once get a bad name with them. 
E SOCRATES: I only wish that ordinary people had an unlimited capacity 
R for doing harm;/ then they might have an unlimited power 
for doing good;/ which would be a splendid thing, if it 
were so./ Actually they have neither. They cannot make 
a man wise or stupid; they simply act at random. 
R,D CRITO: Have it that way if you like;/ but tell me this, Socrates./ 
I hope you aren't worrying about the possible effects on 
me and the rest of your friends, and thinking that if you 
















helped you to get away, and have to forfeit all our proper ty 5 
D 
R 
or pay an enormous fine, or incur some further punishment ?/ 
If any idea like that is troubling you, you can dismi s s 
it altogether./ We are quite entitled t o run tha t risk in 
saving you, and even worse, if necessary./ Take my advice, 
and be reasonable. 
R SOCRATES: All that you say is very much in my mind, Crito, and a 
great deal more besides. 
D,R CRITO: Very well, then, don't let it distress you./ I know some 
people who are willing to rescue you from here and get you 
out of the country for quite a moderate sum./ And then 
surely you realize you cheap these informers are to buy off;/ 
we shan't need much money to settle them;/ and I think you've 
got enough of my money for yourself already./ And then even 
supposing that in your anxiety for my safety you feel that you 
oughtn't to spend my money, there are these foreign gentlemen 
staying in Athens who are quite willing to spend theirs./ 














with him for this very purpose; and Cebes and a number of 
others are quite ready to do the same./ So as I say, you 
mustn't let any fears on these grounds make you slacken your 
efforts to escape;/ and you mustn't feel any misgivings 
about what you said at your trial, that you wouldn't know what 10 
to do with yourself if you left this country./ Wherever you 
go, there are plenty of places where you will find a welcome; 
and if you choose to go to Thessaly, I have friends there who 
will make much of you and give you complete protection, so that 
no one in Thessaly can interfere with you./ 
Besides, Socrates, I don't even feel that it is right 
for you to try to do what you are doing, throwing away your 
life when you might save it./ You are doing your best to treat 
yourself in exactly the same way as your enemies would, or 
rather did, when they wanted to ruin you./ What is more, it 
C 
10 
seems to me that you are letting your sons down too. You have d 
it in your power to finish their bringing up and education, 













them, and so far as you are concerned they will have to take 
their chance./ And what sort of chance are they likely to 
get?/ The sort of thing that usually happens to orphans 
when they lose their parents./ Either one ought not to have 
children at all, or one ought to see their upbringing and 
education through to the end./ It strikes me that you are 
taking the line of least resistance, whereas you ought to 
make the choice of a good man and a brave one, considering that 
you profess to have made goodness your object all through 
life./ Really, I am ashamed, both on your account and on ours 
your friends';/ it will look as though we had played something 




there was the way you came into court when it was quite 
unnecessary--that was the first act;/ then there was the conduct 5 
of the defence--that was the second;/ and finally, to complete 
the farce, we get this situation,/ which makes it appear 
that we have let you slip out of our hands through some lack of 
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possible and practicable, if we had been any use at all./ 
There, Socrates; if you aren't careful, besides the 
suffering there will be all this disgrace for you and us to 
bear./ Come, make up your mind./ Really it's too late for 
that now; you ought to have made it up already ./ There is 
no alternative; the whole thing must be carried through 
I 
during this coming night. If we lose any more time, it can't 
be done, it will be too late./ I appeal to you, Socrates, on 
every ground;/ take my advice and please don't be unreasonable! 
Socrates' Reply to Crito 





that is, assuming that they have some justification;/ 
if not, the stronge r they are, the harder they will be to 
deal with./ Very well, then; we must consider whether we 
ou ght to follow your advice or not./ You know that this 










direc ts D 
directs 
questions 
evalua t es R 
never to accept advice from any o f my friends unless 
reflexion shows that it is the best course that reason 
offers./ I cannot abandon the principles ~1ich I used to 
hold in the past simply because this accident has happened 
to me;/ they seem to me to be much as they were,/ and I 
respect and regard the same principles now as before./ 
So unless we can find better principles on this occasion, 
you can be quite sure that I shall not agree with you; 
not even if the power of the people conjures up fresh hordes 
of bogies to terrify our childish minds, by subjecting 
us to claims and executions and confiscations of our 
property. / 
Well, then, how can we consider the question most 
reasonably ?/ Suppose that we begin by reverting to this 
view which you hold about people's opinions./ Was it 
always right to a~ gNe that some opinions should be taken 
seriously but not others? Or was it always wrong?/ 














but now we can see clearly that it was a mistaken persistence 5 
in a point of view which was really irresponsible nonsense./ 
I should like very much to inquire into this problem, Crito, 
with your help, and to see whether the argument will appear 
in any different light to me now that I am in this position, 
or whether we shall dismiss it or accept it./ 
Serious thinkers, I believe, have always held some such 
10 
view as the one which I mentioned just now: that some of e 
the opinions which people entertain should be respected, 
and others should not./ Now I ask you, Crito, don't you 
think that this is a sound principle?/ You are safe from 
the prospect of dying to-morrow, in all human probability; 5 
and you are not likely to have your judgement upset by this 
impending calamity./ Consider, then; don't you think 
that this is a sound enough principle, that one should 
not regard all the opinions that people hold, but only 
















R CRITO: Yes, it is. 
D SOCRATES: In other words, one should regard the good ones and not 
the bad? 
R CRITO: Yes. 
D SOCRATES: The opinions of the wise being good, ~nd the opinions 
of the foolish bad? 
R CRITO: Naturally. 
D SOCRATES: To pass on, then: what do you think of the sort of 
illustration that I used to employ?/ When a man is in 
training, and taking it seriously, does he pay attention 
to all praise and criticism and opinion indiscriminately, 
or only when it comes from the one qualified person, the 
actual doctor or trainer? 
R CRITO: Only when it comes from the one qualified person. 
D SOCRATES: Then he should be afraid of the criticism and welcome the 
praise of the one qualified person, but not those of the 
general public. 













answe r s 
accepts, querie s 
D SOCRATES: So he ought to re gulate his actions and e xe rcises a nd eating 
and drinking by the judgement of his instructor, who h a s 
expert knowledge, rather than by the opinions of the 
rest of the public. 
R CRITO: Yes, that is so. 
R,D SOCRATES: Very well./ Now if he disobe y s the one ma n and disre gards 
his opinion and commendations, and pays attention to the 
advice of the many who have no expert knowledge, surely 
he will suffer some bad effect? 
15 
C 
R CRITO: Certainly. 5 
D SOCRATES: And wha t is this bad effect?/ Where is it produced?/ 
I mean, in wha t part of the disobedient pers on? 
R CRITO: His body , obviously; that is what suffers. 
R,D SOCRATES: Very good./ Well now, tell me, Crito--we don't want to 
go through all the e x amples one by one--does this app l y 10 
as a general rule, and above all to the sort of actions 
which we are trying to decide about: just and unjust, 














D Ought we to be guided and intimida t ed by the opinion of 
the many or by that of the one--assuming that there is 
someone with expert knowledge?/ Is it true that we ought 
to respect and fear this person more than all the rest put 
together; and that if we do not follow his guidance we 
shall spoil and mutilate that part of us which, as we 
used to say, is improved by right conduct and destroyed 
by wrong?/ Or is this all nonsense? 
R CRITO: No, I think it is true, Socrates. 
D,R SOCRATES: Then consider the nex t step./ There is a part of us 
which is improved by healthy actions and ruined by unhealthy 





will life be worth living when this part is once ruined?/ e 
The part I mean is the body;/ do you accept this? 
R CRITO: Yes. 
D SOCRATES: Well, is life worth living with a body which is worn out 
and ruined in health? 
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D SOCRATES: What about the part of us that is mutilated b y wrong 
actions and benefited by right ones?/ ls life worth 
living with this part ruined?/ Or do we believe that 
this part of us, whatever it may be, in which right and 48a 
wrong operate, is of less importance than the body? 
R CRITO: Certainly not. 
D SOCRATES: It is really more precious? 
R CRITO: Much more. 
C SOCRATES: In that case, my dear fellow, what we ough t to consider 
is not so much what people in general will say about us 
but how we stand with the expert in right and wrong, 
the one authority, who represents the actual truth./ 
R So in the first place your proposition is not correct 
when you say that we should consider popular opinion in 
questions of what is right and honourable and good, or 
the opposite./ Of course one might object 'All the same, 
the people have the power to put us to death.' 
















R SOCRATES: But so far as I can see, my dear fellow, the argument which 
we have just been through is quite unaffected by it . / 
D At the same time I should like you to consider whether we 
C are sti l l satisfied on this point : / that the really 
important thing is not to live, but to live well. 
R CRITO : Why, yes . 
D SOCRATES: And that to live well means the same thing as to live 
honourably or rightly? 
R CRITO: Yes . 
C SOCRATES : Then in the light of this agreement we must consider 
R 
whether or not it is right for me t o try to get away 
without an official discharge ./ If it turns out to be 
right, we must ma ke the attempt ; / if not , we must let it 
drop ./ As for the considerations you raise about expense 
and reputation and bringing up children, I am afraid, 
Crito , that they represent the reflections of the ordinary 














back to life if they could, with equal indifferenc e to 
reason./ Our real duty, I fanc y , since the argument 
leads that way, is to consider one question only, the 
one which we raised just now:/ Shall we be acting rightly 
10 
in paying money and showing gratitude to these people who d 
are going to rescue me, and in escaping or arranging the 
escape ourselves, or shall we really be acting wrongly 
C in doing all this?/ If it becomes clear that such conduct 
is wrong, I cannot help thinking that the question whether 5 
we are sure to die, or to suffer a ny other ill effect for 
that matter, if we stand our ground and take no action, 
ou ght not to weigh with us at all in comparison with the 
risk of doing wha t is wrong. 
R,D CRITO: I agree with what you say, Socrates;/ but I wish you would 
consider what we ought to do. 
The Two Premises 
















can challenge any of my arguments, do so and I will listen 
to you;/ but if you can't, be a good fellow and stop 
telling me over and over again that I ought to leave this 
place without official permission./ I am very anx ious 
to obtain your approval before I adopt the course which I 
e 




Now give your attention to the starting point of this 
inquiry/--I hope that you will be satisfied with my way 
of stating it/--and try to answer my questions to the best 
of your judgement. 
C CRITO: Well, I will try . 
D SOCRATES: Do we say that one must never willingly do wrong, or does it 
depend upon the circumstances?/ Is it true, as we have 
often agreed before, that there is no sense in which 
wrongdoing is good or honourable?/ Or have we jettisoned 
all our former convictions in these last few day s?/ 
Can you and I at our age, Crito, have spent all these 






















were no better than a pair of children?/ Surely the truth 
is just what we have always said./ Whatever the popular 
view is, and whether the alternative is pleasanter than 
the present one or even harder to bear, the fact remains 
that to do wrong is in every sense bad and dishonourable 
for the person who does it./ Is that our view, or not? 
R CRITO: Yes, it is. 
R SOCRATES: Then in no circumstances must one do wrong. 
R CRITO: No. 
R SOCRATES: In that case one must not even do wrong when one is wronged, 
which most people regard as the natural course. 
R CRITO: Apparently not. 
D SOCRATES: Tell me another thing, Crito:/ ought one to do injuries 
or not? 
R CRITO: Surely not, Socrates. 
D SOCRATES: And tell me:/ is it right to do an injury in retaliation, 
as most people believe, or not? 















R SOCRATES: Because, I suppose, there is no difference between injuring 
people and wronging them. 
R CRITO: Exactly. 




person, whatever the provocation is./ Now be careful, 
Crito, that in making these single admissions you do not 
end by admitting something contrary to your real beliefs./ 
I know that there are and always will be few people who 
think like this;/ and consequently between those who do 
think so and those who do not there can be no agreement on 
principle;/ they must always feel contempt when they 
observe one another's decisions./ I want even you to 




with me, and whether we can proceed with our discussion 10 
from the establisted hypothesis that it is never right to 
do a wrong or to return a wrong or defend one's self against 
injury by retaliation, or whether you dissociate yourself 













expresse s confusion 
R 
D 
I have held it for a long time, and still hold it;/ 
but if you have formed any other opinion, say so and tell 
me what it is./ If, on the other hand, you stand by what 
you have said, listen to my next point. 
R,D CRITO: Yes, I stand by it and agree with you./ Go on. 
D SOCRATES: Well, here is my next point, or rather question./ 
Ought one to fulfil all one's agreements, provided that 
they are right, or break them? 
R CRITO: One ought to fulfil them. 




this place without first persuading the State to let us 50a 
go, are we or are we not doing an injury, and doing it in 
a quarter where it is least justifiable?/ Are we or are 
we not abiding by our just agreements? 
R CRITO: I can't answer your question, Socrates;/ 











The Speech of the Laws of Athens 
D SOCRATES: Look at it in this way./ Suppose that while we were 
preparing to run away from here (or however one should 
describe it) the Laws and Constitution of Athens were to 
come and confront us and ask this question:/ Now, Socrates, 
what are you proposing to do?/ Can you deny that by this 
act which you are contemplating you intend, so far as you 
have the power, to destroy us, the Laws, and the whole 
State as well?/ Do you imagine that a city can continue 
D 
R 
to exist and not be turned upside down, if the legal 
judgements which are pronounced in it have no force but 
are nullified and destroyed by private persons?/--how shall 
we answer this question, Crito, and others of the same kind?/ 




advocate, to protest against the invalidation of this law 10 
D 
which enacts that judgements once pronounced shall be 
binding./ Shall we say 'Yes, I do intend to destroy the 
















judgement at my trial'?/ Is that to be our answe r or 
what? 
R CRITO: What you have just said, by all means, Socrates. 
D SOCRATES: Then what supposing the Laws say:/ Was there provision for 
this in the agreement between you and us, Socrates?/ 
Or did you undertake to abide by whatever judgements the 
State pronounced?/ If we expressed surprise at such 
5 




Socrates, but answer our questions;/ after all, you are 
accustomed to the method of question and answer./ Come 
now, what charge do you bring against us and the State, 
that you are trying to destroy us?/ Did we not give 
you life in the first place? was it not through us that 
your father married your mother and begot you?/ Tell us, 
have you any complaint against those of us Laws that deal 
with marriage?/ 'No, none', I should say./ Well, have 
you any against the laws which deal with children's 


















Are you not grateful to those of u s Laws which were 
instituted for this end, for requiring your father 
to give you a cultural and phys ical education?/ 'Yes', 
I should say ./ Very good./ 
Then since y ou have been born and brou ght up and educated, 
can you deny in the first place, that you were our child 
and servant, both y ou and your ancestors?/ And if this 
is so, do you imagine that what is right for us is equally 
right for y ou, and whatever we try to do to you, you 
are justified in retaliating?/ You did not have equality 
of rights with your father, or your employer (supposing 





were not allowed ~o answer back when you were scolded or Sla 
to hit back when y ou were beaten, or to do a great many 
other things of the same kind./ Do you expect to have 
such licence a gainst your country and its laws that if 
we try to put you to death in the belief that it is right 5 










your country and us its Laws in return?/ and will you , 
the true devotee of goodness, claim tha t you were justified 
in doing so?/ Are you so wise as to have forgott e n 
that compared with your mother and father and al l the 
rest of your ancestors your country is something far 
more precious, more venerable, more sacred, and held in 
greater honour both among gods and among all reasonable 
men?/ Do you not realize that you are even more bound 
to respect and placate the anger of your country than 
your father's anger?/ that if you cannot persuade your 
country you must do whatever it orders, and patiently 
submit to any punishment that it imposes, whether it be 




war, to be wounded or killed, you must comply, and it is 10 
right that you should do so;/ you must not give way or 
retreat or abandon your position./ Both in war and in the 
law-courts and everywhere else you must do whatever your 








accordance with universal justice;/ but violence is a 
sin even against your parents, and it is a far greater 
sin against your country./ -- What shall we say to this, 
Crito?/ -- that what the Laws say is true, or not? 
answers R CRITO: Yes, I think so. 
directs, conjectures D,R SOCRATES: Consider, then, Socrates,/ the Laws would probably 
propounds 
prefaces 
continue,/ whether it is also true for us to say that what 
you are now trying to do to us is not right./ Although 
we have brought you into the world and reared you and 
educated you, and given you and all your fellow-citizens 
a share in all the good things at our disposal, 
5 
d 
nevertheless by the very fact of granting our permission 5 
declares R 
propounds 
we openly proclaim this principle:/ that any Athenian, 
on attaining to manhood and seeing for himself the 
political organization of the State and us its Laws, 
is permitted, if he is not satisfied with us, to take his 
property and go away wherever he likes./ If any of you 












should not be satisfied with us the State, or to emigrate 
to any other country, not one of us Laws hinders or 
prevents him from going away wherever he likes, without 
any loss of property./ On the other hand, if any one of 
you stands his ground when he can see how we administer 
justice and the rest of our public organization, we hold 
that by so doing he has in fact undertaken to do anything 
that we tell him;/ and we maintain that anyone who disobeys 
is guilty of doing wrong on three separate counts:/ first 
because we are his parents,/ and secondly because we are 
his guardians;/ and thirdly because, after promising 
5 
10 
obedience, he is neither obeying us nor persuading us to 52a 
change our decision if we are at fault in any way;/ and 
although all our orders are in the form of proposals, not 
of savage conunands, and we give him the choice of either 
persuading us or doing what we say, he is actually doing 
neither./ These are the charges, Socrates, to which we 
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contemplating;/ and you will not be the least culpable 
of your fellow-countrymen, but one of the most guilty./ If 
I said/ 'Why do you say that?'/ they would no doubt 
pounce upon me with perfect justice and point out that 
there are very few people in Athens who have entered 
into this agreement with them as explicitly as I have./ 
They would say/ Socrates, we have substantial evidence 
that you are satisfied with us and with the State./ 
You would not have been so exceptionally reluctant to 
cross the borders of your country if you had not been 
exceptionally attached to it./ You have never left the 
city to attend a festival or for any other purpose, 
except on some military expedition;/ you have neve r 
travelled abroad as other people do, and you have never 
felt the impulse to acquaint yourself with another country 
or constitution,/ you have been content with us and with 
our city,/ You have definitely chosen us, and undertaken 

















and as the crowning proof that you are satisfied with our 
city, you have begotten children in it./ Furthermore, 
even at the time of your trial you could have proposed 
the penalty of banishment, if you had chosen to do so;/ 
that is, you could have done then with the sanction of the 
State what you are now trying to do without it./ But 
whereas at that time you made a noble show of indifference 
if you had to die, and in fact preferred death, as you 
5 
said, to banishment, now you show no respect for your 10 
earlier professions, and no regard for us, the Laws, whom d 
you are trying to destroy;/ you are behaving like the 
lowest type of menial, trying to run away in spite of the 
contracts and undertakings by which you agreed to live 
as a member of our State./ Now first answer this question:/ 
Are we or are we not speaking the truth when we say that 
you have undertaken, in deed if not in word, to live 
your life as a citizen in obedience to us?/ What are we 













as s erts 
avers 
R CRITO: We cannot help it, Socrates. 
R 
SOCRATES: It is a fact, then, the y would say ,/ that you are breaking 
covenants and undertakings made with us,/ although you 
made them under no compulsion or misunderstanding, and 
were not compelled to decide in a limited time;/ you 
e 
had seventy years in which you could have left the country , 5 
if you were not satisfied with us or felt that the 
agreements were unfair./ You did not choose Spart a or 
Crete--your favorite models of good government--or any 
other Greek or foreign state;/ you could not have absented 
yourself from the city less if you had been lame or blind 10 
or decrepit in some other way ./ It is quite obvious that 
y ou stand b y yourself above all other Athenians in your 
affection for this city and for us its Laws;/--wh o would 
care for a city without laws?/ And now, after all this, 
are you not going to stand by your agreement?/ Yes, you 
are, Socrates, if you will take our advice;/ and then 











que s tion s D 
question s 
the city./ 
We invite you to consider what good you will do to 
yourself or your friends if you commit this breach of 
faith and stain your conscience./ It is fairl y obvious 
that the risk of being banished and either losing their 
citizenship or having their property confiscated will 
extend to your friends as well./ As for yourself, if you 
go to one of the neighboring states, such as Thebes or 
Megra, which are both well governed, you will enter 
them as an enemy to their constitution,/ and all good 
patriots will eye you with suspicion as a destroyer of 
law and order./ Incidentally yo u will confirm the opinion 
of the jurors who tried you that they gave a correct 
verdict;/ a destroyer of laws might very well be supposed 
to have a destructive influence upon young and foolish 
human beings./ Do you intend, then, to avoid well 
governed states and the higher forms of human society?/ 
















approach these people and have the impudence to converse 
with them?/ What arguments will you use, Socrates?/ The 
same which you used here, that goodness and integrity, 
institutions and laws, are the most precious possessions 
of mankind?/ Do you not think that Socrates and everything 
about him will appear in a disreputable light?/ You 
certainly ought to think so./ But perhaps you will 
retire from this part of the world and go to Crito's 
friends in Thessaly?/ That is the home of indiscipline 
and laxity,/ and no doubt they would enjoy hearing the 
amusing story of how you managed to run away from prison 
by arraying yourself in some costume or putting on a 
shepherd's smock or some other conventional runaway's 
disguise, and altering your personal appearance./ And 
will no one comment on the fact that an old man of your 
age, probably with only a short time left to live, should 
dare to cling so greedily to life, at the price of violating 






















irritating anyone./ Otherwise, Socrates, you will hear a 
good many humiliating comments./ So you will live as the 
toady and slave of all the populace, literally "roistering 
in Thessaly", as though you had left this country for 
Thessaly to attend a banquet there;/ and where will your 
discussions about goodness and uprightness be then, we 
should like to know?/ But of course you want to live 
for your children's sake,/ so that you may be able to 
bring them up and educate them./ Indeed!/ 




of them, so that they may have that additional enjoyment?/ 5 
Or if that is not your intention, supposing that they are 
brought up here with you still alive, will they be better 
cared for and educated without you, because of course 
your friends will look after them?/ Will they look after 
your children if you go away to Thessaly, and not if you b 
go away to the next world?/ Surely if those who profess 








that they would care for them./ 
No, Socrates; be advised by us your guardians, and 
do not think more of your children or of your life or 
of anything else than you think of what is right;/ so 
that when you enter the next world you may have all 
this to plead in your defence before the authorities 
there./ It seems clear that if you do this thing, 
neither you nor any of your friends will be the better 
for it or be more upright or have a cleaner conscience 
here in this world, nor will it be better for you when 
you reach the next./ As it is, you will leave this 
place, when you do, as the victim of a wrong done not 
by us, the Laws, but by your fellow-men./ But if you 
leave in that dishonourable way, returning wrong for 
wrong and evil for evil, breaking your agreements and 
covenants with us, and injuring those whom you least 
ought to injure--yourself, your friends, your country, 













reques ts, pray s 
lifetime, and in that place beyond when the laws of the 
other world know that you have tried, so far as you could, 10 
R 
D 
to destroy even us their brothers, they will not receive 
you with a kindly welcome./ Do not take Crito's advice, 
but follow ours./ 
That, my dear friend Crito, I do assure you, is 
what I seem to hear them saying, just as a mystic seems 
to hear the strains of music;/ and the sound of their 
arguments rings so loudly in my head that I cannot hea r 
the other side./ I warn you that, as my opinion stands 
at present, it will be useless to urge a dif f erent view./ 
.However, if you think tha t you will do any good by it, s ay 
what you like. 
R CRITO: No, Socrates, I have nothing to s ay. 
D SPCRATES: Then give it up, Crito,/ and let us follow this course, 








DEFINITIONS OF SPEECH ACT VERBS USED IN ANALYSIS OF THE CRITO 
Representative Speech Ac t Verbs 
(speaker commits himself to the truth of a proposition) 
accept-- to receive something of f ered , usual ly gladly . 
acknowl edge-- to express recognition . 
acquiesce-- to consent or compl y passively or without protest . 
admit-- to accept or allow as true or valid . 
affirm- -to positively or firmly maintain to be true . To provide the 
anticipated 1·esponse to a s peaker 's inquiry . 
agree- -to grant consent; accede . 
allege-- to assert without proof . 
153 
answer -- to reply to a question or query for which th e speaker does not 
reve8~. ~he response he prefers in the askine , 
appri se-- to Give notice; inform. 
as[;ert-- to state or:e ' c posi tion boldly, either in respo1rne to ,, 1, ::r,c1ui ry 
or within a monologue . 
assess- -to evaluate ; apprai se . 
assevera te- -to declare seri ously or posit ively ; more emphatic than 
assert . 
at t est-- to affirm to he correct , true , or cenuine. 
aver- - to declare in a posit ive manner; affirm. (Less forceful than 
assert , asseverate , or declare , aver s tres:·x ,;; }.h ,, :_p :':aker' s 
confi dence in the validity of his s ta t cnH::r,t. :· 
avou--to acknowledge openly, emphasizing moral corr:11d. t rnent t o a 
statement. 
154 
characterize--to describe the qualities or peculiariti es of someone or 
something . 
cite--to ment ion as support, illustration, or proof. 
clarify-- t o make clearer or easier to understand; elucidate . 
conclude--to form a final judgment; to r each a decision or agreement. 
conjecture-- to infer based upon inconclusive or incomple te evi dence . 
contest--to attempt to disprove or invalidate; challenge. 
corrobcrate-- t o attest truth or accuracy ba sed upon ano t her person or 
person's evidence . 
decl are--to procl aim one ' s choice, opinion , or r esoluU on . ( Suggests 
t he s peaker' s formality and authority . ) 
deduce-- to infer f r om a general pri nciple. 
def er to-- t o comply with or submit to a no t her' s wi shes, opi nion, or 
decision . 
des cribe--to verbally transmit a mental ir.:« e;e or impr ession. 
differ-- t o s tate a contrary opinion; di sagree. 
enumerate--to count off or name one by one ; l i s t. 
eval uate-- to examine and judge car efully. 
explain-- to offer reasons for or a caus e of; just i fy. 
expr es s confus ion-- to r eveal a state of per pl exion . 
forecast--to estimate or pr ed i c t . 
infer- - t o conclude from evidence or consequences . 
j udge--to make a di scrimina t i ng apprai sal. 
maintair.--to declare as trve; ~ffirm. 
opine--to hold or state an opinion. 
point out-- t o bring t o notice or attention. 
postulate--to assume as a premise or axiom. 
propound--to put forth for consideration. 
quote--to repeat or copy another's words, usually acknowledging the 
source. 
remind--to cause to r emember; to make mindf ul. 
report-- to retell or tell about; present. 
s tipul a te--to specify as a condition of an agr eement. 
substantiate-- t o s upport with proof or evidence. 
Directive Speech Act Verbs 
( speaker at tempts t o elicit action from hi~ Ji~tener) 
a ccuse--to charge with a shortcoming or err or·. 
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admonish--to re prove r: ildly but seriously; to advi se or warn s o tha t a 
fault may be r ectified or a dange r avoided. 
advise- - to recommend; suggest. 
be seech--to request earne s tly or urgently; implore with gr ea t anxie ty. 
cautior.-- t o warn against danger; t o put on guard. 
challenge-- to take exception to; dispute . 
charge with a task-- t o entrust with a duty, responsibility , or 
obl ie;ation . 
command-- to di r ect with authority; t o give or ders . 
counsel-- to urge the adoption of a recommendation. 
denounce-- t o condemn openly and vehement l y . 
di rect-- t o move or guide toward a goal . 
enjoin-- t o dir e ct with a uthority and emphasis . 
entreat-- t o ask f or ear nestly ; to petition . 
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instr uc t -- t o give a mi ld order direc ting a person t o act in a specified 
way. 
i nv i te-- t o reques t one's pr esence or participati on. 
pray-- t o make a devout er ~arnest r equest . 
preface-- to introduce or pr ovide with a preliminary s tatement . 
query-- to question a person in order to settle a doubt . (An inquiry 
that seeks more expl anation than a "yes" or "non r esponse 
provides . ) 
questi on-- to inquire, seeking a "yes" or "no" r esponse . (Impl ies 
continuous and careful asking during a given period.) 
r ebuke-- to criticize or repr ove shar pl y . 
r e pr ehend-- t o sharply disapprove of the actions or a ttributes of a 
person . 
reproach-- to criticize sharply out of r egr et or di sa ppointment . 
reprove-- t o rebuke for a f ault or mi s deed . ( Implies gentle cr i ticism 
and constructive intent .) 
r equest-- t o ask for; expr·ess a desir e for . 
Commissive Speech Act Ver bs 
( s peaker- e; crnmi t s himself t o a fut ure act) 
commit- - to bi nd or obl i e;ate by a pl edge . 
express intention-- t o disclose a de s ign or a plan of action. 
vow--to promise or pledge solemnly. 
Expressive Soeech Act Verbs 
( speaker reveals some aspect of his psychologi~aJ ~tate) 
express adrniration--to express es teem or respect. 
express approval--to reveal favorable regard or commendation. 
express regret--to reveal sorrow or disapointment. 
greet-- to address in a friendly and respe~tft1l manner. 
th2nk-- t o express gratitude. 





DOCUM ENTATION OF SIGNIFICANT ELEMENTS IDENTIFIED IN SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
Ti me 
43a , 1 43 d, 5 46a , 2 49b , 1 
43a , 1 43d , 8 46 a, 3 49b, l+ 
43a , 3 43d , 9 46a , 4 49 d, 15 
43a , 4 43d , 11 46a, 6 52c , 4 
43a , 6 44 a, 3 46a , 7 52c , 7 
43a , 10 44a, 6 46c , 2 52c, 8 
43a , 10 44a , 7 46c , "'.l 52d, .., 
43a , 11 44a , 8 l+6c, 4 52e , 4 
43b, 44b , 3 46d, 2 52e , 5 
43b , 7 44b , 7 46d , 3 53c , 10 
43b , 8 44c , 46d, 9 53e , 1 
43b , 19 45d , 2 46e, 53e, 6 
1r3c ' 2 45 d , 5 46e , 5 54a , 1 
43c , 3 45e, 2 47b , 51ra , 7 
43 c, 6 45e , 4 49 a , 8 
43d , 2 1+5 e , i:; 49a , 10 ., 
43 d, 3 45e , 6 119b , 1 
Life /D ea th --- ------
43b, 10 44b, 8 50d, 4 5!.Ja , 
43c , 2 45c , 7 51 a , 5 511a , 7 
43c , 3 45d , 12 51 b , 10 :;Li b , 6 
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43c, 5 46e , 5 52c . 9 54c, 1 
43 d, 2 48b , 1 52c , 9 54c, 9 
43d, 8 48 b, 7 53 c, 7 
43 d, 10 48b, 9 53e, 2 
44 b, 3 48d , 6 53e , 6 
Author ity_ 
43a , 5 45b , ~ 48e , 1 51b , 8 ..J 
43a , 6 45b, 4 49b, 4 51c, 
43 b, 9 45b, 6 49b , 13 51c, 4 
43 c , 3 45c, 3 49d , 15 51 e , 2 
43d , 5 46b, 7 50a, 1 51 e, 11 
43d , 7 46d, l 50a , 9 51e , 11 
43d , 10 46d , 50 b , 4 52e, 7 
44a, 5 46d , 11 50b , 7 52d, 
44a , 11 47a , 3 50b , 9 52d, 5 
114c , 2 47a , 7 50c , 9 52d , 8 
44 c, 6 47a, 10 50d , 10 54b , 5 
44c, 10 47b, 4 50e, 4 54b, 9 
114 c , 10 47b , 8 50e , 9 54 c , 9 
44d, 6 47b, 13 51a , 1 54d , 4 
45a, 6 47d 1 2 51 a, 4 54e, 2 
45a, 10 47d, 3 51b, 3 
45a , 11 48a, 7 51b , 5 
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9.!J~stions 
43a, 1 47c, 13 49c, 2 51b , 3 
43a, 1 47b, 1 49c, 5 51b , 6 
43 a, 3 47c, 1 49e, 5 51 c, 5 
43a, 10 47c, 6 49e , 8 51c, 6 
43 b, 47c , 6 50a, 3 52a , 10 
43c, 6 47 c , 7 50a , 10 52d , 6 
43d, 47c, 10 50b , 1 52d, 8 
43d, 2 47c, 14 50b , 4 52d , 9 
44 a, 1 47d, 1 50b , 7 53a , 3 
44a, 3 47d , 6 50c, 1 53a , 4 
44a, 10 47d , 10 50 c , 3 53c, 5 
44c, 4 47 e , 2 50c , 6 53 c, 7 
44 c, 9 47 e , 4 50c, 8 53c, 7 
44e, 1 47 e , 7 50d, 1 53 c , 9 
ll5d , 5 47e, 10 50d, 3 53 c , Q -· 
46c, 11 48a , 50d, 4 53d , a I 
46d, 1 48a , 4 50d , 5 53d , "'..l _, 
46 d, 3 48b , 9 50d , 7 53d , 10 
46e , 3 48c, 11 50d, 10 53 e , 9 
47 a , 49a , 6 50e, 3 54 a , 4 
47 a , 4 l\9a, 7 50e , 5 54a , 6 
47 a , 4 49a , 9 51 a, 3 54a , Q 
47a , 7 49b , 51 a , 7 
47a , 10 49b, 8 51 a, 9 
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Hidden .Questions 
43a , 5 44b , 4 48a , 9 49b , 4 
43b, 4 47b, 7 48 b , 6 49b, 10 
43c, 4 47b , 11 49b , 3 
Cr ito ' s Res~ nses 
43 a , 2 44b, 6 47d , 7 49c , 1 
43a , 4 44 d, 1 47e, 3 49c, 4 
43a , 6 44e, 1 47e, 6 49 c, 7 
43a , 11 45a, 6 48a, 3 49c , 10 
43b, 3 47 a , 6 48a, 4 49e, 3 
43 b, 3 47a , 9 48b, 1 49e , 7 
43c, 9 47a, 12 48b , 8 50a, 5 
43d, 3 47b, 6 48b, 11 51 c, 7 
44a, 2 47b , 10 48d , 10 52d , 10 
44a , 5 47b , 15 49a , 5 54d , 11 
44a, 10 47c , 5 49b , 9 
44 b, 4 47 c , 8 49b , 11 
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APPENDIX D 
Introductory I Crito' s Socrates' Two Speech 
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Fi gure 1 -- Schema o f Sequence in the Crito 
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-longe r incident -although 
( 137 lines) shorter than 
-speeches very 
lon g , Socrates 
gi v in g four, 
lon g , unfocused 
mono lo gues 
-all qu es tions 
serious and 













-longest incident (251 
lines) 
-comprised almost entirely 
of Socrate s ' monologues 
-questions are the most 
serious 
-conver sa tion is the 
most rigorous 
Decreasing Significance of Ps ychological Weighting ---------------~ 
-Socrates: -Socrates: 
continues teasing ceases his 
and baiting Crito; playfulness; 
asks more serious asks only 
and challenging serious and 
questions challenging 
-Crito: que s tions 
growing impat- -Crito: 
ient and aggres- totally 
sive; remains submissive; 
intellectually demonstrates 
immature; no authority 
-Metamo rphosis begins 
-Socrates: 
grows more 










grows more serious and 
rigorous 
-Crito: 
grows more submissive 
-no motif changes in 
significant elements 
Figure 3 -- Schema of Duration in the Cr i to 
C1\ 
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Fi gure 4 -- Schema of Tempo in t he Crito 
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"Crit o , " page s 79 - 96 , f r om Hugh Tredennick ' s tr ans lation of 
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e ditio n. Approxima te ly seven copies will be p r inted . 
I f yo u a r e the copy r ight holder , may I have your permission t o r ep rint the 
ma t e ri a l desc ribed a bove in my th esis? Unless you request othen, ise , 1 
shal l use t he conventional scholarl y form of acknowl ed gment , including 
a uthor , title , t ransla t o r' s name , publishe r' s name , and date . 
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"Crito ," page s 79 - 96 , f r om Hugh Tredenn ick ' s transl a tion of 
Pla to: The Last Davs of Soc r ates , 1954 . 
This material is to be pe r formed as o r i g inally publ ished as a po rtion of the 
f ollowing mas t e r' s thes i s t o be submitt ed at t he Un iversitv of No rt hern I owa : 
" Plato's Cri t o : A Structur alist Analysis fo r Pe r formance . " 
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Gary Cut e 
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Bertha Martin Theatre 
27, 30 March 1 986 
A discussion will follow 
tonight's performance. 
SOCRATES ... · ...................... Bill O'Brien 
CRITO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan Robbins 
DIRECTED BY 
Gary Gute 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BY 
Paul Sannerud 
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This production is the culmination of a master's thesis 
entitled "Plato's Crito: A Speech Act and Structuralist 
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pothesis is that many of Plato's early dialogues, such 
as the Crito, are not merely philosophical treatises, 
but also theatrically rich dramatic works. 
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A VHS videotape of the 30 March 1986 performance of Plato's Cl'ito i s 
available from the University of Northern Iowa Library. 
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